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Notes on the Transcription

When Frederick Tuckett composed his official letters and reports he took some care to ensure they were understandable and readable, although even then he admits in a letter to Col Wm Wakefield dated 25th May 1844 that “As my thoughts flow more rapidly than I can pen them I write, as usual hastily and without any attempt at arrangement or composition . . . .” so even these letter can be difficult to transcribe.
However when Frederick wrote home he appeared to abandon all attempts at good composition and readable writing, no doubt on the principle that his family members will understand his “scrawl” being somewhat used to it. In view of this the following letters have been very difficult to transcribe and will contain some blank spaces (marked thus -------), some words that are guesswork (in italics) and possibly many mistakes, but even so it is hoped that the transcriptions may be of help to future researchers and may even inspire someone else to carry out amendments.
Photocopies of all the letters were provided by the Hocken Library, Dunedin, New Zealand, where the originals are held in their collections, and we would thank all the staff, particularly Mark Hughes, for their help and assistance.  

Gerald Franklin.
Frenchay Tuckett Society.     
October 2009.






FTS-LH01         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                              Dated 31st October 1842

Nelson October 31st 1842
My dear Brother
                          Returned yesterday from the Waimea I have only at noon today received thy acceptable letter, cleared in London on the 14th enclosing one from Alfred and another from John Hill. A parcel containing papers foreign in was duly delivered by R. Lucas whom I have not yet seen, it contained thy previous letter and a note from Henry. Lucas I have not yet seen and have no idea who he is, if he comes seeking employment or in other words a situation, this is the worst place in the world, do advise everyone looking by some vague chance for relief here from the difficulties of the moment as such embarrass them at home & whether labourers or others that the only possible employment they can pursue here is the cultivation of land on their own account, consequently they must possess at the very least at the outset capital sufficient for subsistence for 12 months. The Company seems determined to force on their previous injudicious measures. Ann of Deus will proceed and the Thom. Harrison arrived on the 25th, the Olympus on the 28th, landing about 120 labouring men (I have not been to learn as yet the exact number) and 9 cabin passengers, of whom one only is married and he has had the prudence to leave his wife and children until he is satisfied of the advantages to be obtained by emigrating hither. My statements must appear very conflicting and while requesting that my capital may be invested in machinery etc. etc. for this place and the next representing the community to be without employment and without capital and without other means of subsistence than is drawn from the Company, who represent here the old poor law, but remember my next requests hinged on this point and I stated that you could prejudge our future conditions by ascertaining the proportion amongst the emigrants of the employers to the employees. Mean while the earth is the same, it will afford coal and lime stone, all the 50 acre sections will be distributed in December and of these about one half will probably be worth cultivating, yet notwithstanding our having surveyed inferior lands are yet want about 80,000 acres, more than we yet know of – and I do not to believe it will be obtained short of Port Cooper where I am convinced the quantity of land will prove very short of all the impractical representations which have been so boldly and industriously emulated. When the Directors offered me two allotments of land as part of my salary I understood that it should be land available and desirable for cultivation, with a lottery hence of value all dependant on situation, nature will not allow them to fulfil their engagements without taking a small block here and there on the coast, 800,000 acres of land worth having cannot be obtained in the whole of New Zealand from any coast frontage of 100 miles in length, again there has not arrived one proprietor of this settlement but whose spontaneous sentiment was to the effect that New Zealand offered no adequate field for cultivation and no better at Wellington or at Auckland nor at Nelson, that there exists a single Proprietor who sincerely thinks otherwise. The island is glutted but not here, if good quality can be obtained hence coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, cheese will always be an acquisition and only repays if of the best quality. Pavey who lives next door to Forrester made my strong shoes and boots, 2 pairs of the former and one of the latter would yet be acceptable and send ere the completion of the survey. If we find lands I am confident of being able to complete the survey within another twelve months, but my engagement terminates in April unless the Company agent requires me to complete the survey. I shall be anxious to hear what is the determination of the Company regarding any compensation in lieu of the allotments of land which were to have been drawn for in the General Lottery, in my name. I am delighted with Candlers account of Hayte and much obliged to my dear mother for sending it. I think I must take it as well as South American journey on my way back, and if Alfred does not obtain agencies I recommend him for a voyage of inspection to this land, I advise him to meet me at Hayte. I hope to prevail on the President to relax in my favour the law which prohibits their fair sex from marriage with aliens.
November 5. The New Zealand from Greenock with upwards of 140 emigrants, and not a single Proprietor arrived yesterday, she has had a favourable passage, no deaths occurred on board only two or three (children) on the two other Barques. A Brig has arrived from Bay of Islands, deep laden with general cargo for which there was no sale there. She brings some passengers and some accounts of affairs there, the Government emigrants are employed at 14/- per week without rations, the Company’s here at 14/- and rations, which is reduced wages from 20/-, they are employed in draining and road making and consider in the shape of statute labourers and accordingly work reluctantly. I have read Capt Best narrative of his time in the north, which confirms the opinion which every account conveys that the extent of available (land) there is extremely limited as other cases everywhere else in New Zealand. Our farmers find that their wheat on cleared fern land will be a decided failure for the first season as long as the fern root, tho broken and killed remains in the ground nothing will thrive, partly because the fern has much exhausted the land and also because it saturates the matrices and chills the young roots. The woodland wherever cleared (hills excepted for the most part grazed) will carry good crops, at least they are very promising. The Account of Percy May and Chambers work on Kings Lodge were very acceptable, of my order for a shipment do have not in hand when this arrives. I think as it makes me attend so must abandon all thoughts of emigrating, I had better make what I can whilst I remain here. I have let your towns acre, half at £7 per annum for 7 years, half at 16 for 14 years, to a Brick maker with covenant for building a house in brick of good size, ground to be levelled, the party to use the Timber, but not until the house is erected. I shall choose your 50 acre section on the ensuing distribution (vide my acknowledgment) on the 20th of December, it will be a valuable one and I shall easily let to a responsible Tenant at £15 per annum, perhaps farm it myself so that the investment, independent of the future acquisitions of 150 acres, will be a good one if the rent is paid and if the funds of the Company carry us fairly thro the adverse circumstances the value of good land will become great in proportion to its scarcity. I received a letter for tobago for which I am obliged, it was already anticipated here & of more recent date. I am off tomorrow for one of the country districts and have not leisure to write fully but will take an early opportunity of doing so. Do not be under any apprehension of another dose of polemics for until I get aboard ship again I am not likely even to think about them. I know you will be glad to hear that I enjoy excelling and undisputed health now or feel such considerable strength in my life as now. The scorning which I underwent here was aggravated I am convinced by the state of blood owing to protracted absence of vegetable diet. 

With dear love to my Mother and my brothers, sisters & with congratulations to Mariana & Helen.
                                                 Forever thy affectionate brother
                                                                              F Tuckett

Good leather cups & dried B butts Stout shoe leather & Knife & some outer skins with welted under soles would pay.                         

Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand.


FTS-LH02.        Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis 
                                              dated 14th November 1842

Nelson November 14th 1842


My dear Brother,
 I have written within the last fortnight acknowledging the receipt of your acceptable letter and books and News Papers, Bibles etc by the Thom. Harrison and Olympus, this letter went by the Harrison to Hobart Town. I write again a few lines by way of precaution to repeat a request in the former that if you have not [pursuant to my desire] as yet ordered machinery for me you will not now do so. This change of mind may appear to evince fecklessness but it is chiefly induced by the continued influx of labourers without proprietor or employers. We are all healthy and comfortable here at present, provisions are obtained at reduced prices with every prospect of becoming permanently moderate, but as nothing can compensate for the want of resident Proprietors, in its absence, if I must colonise on my own resources, I would choose a more favourable frontier, one that would afford a climate genial to vegetation, abundance of good land and navigable rivers. 
The sham discussion, which was acted by the Company, in reference to the propriety of reducing the acreage of the allotments on the grounds of the increased capital for appreciation, which acres what may not be cropped (ad libitum), would require as such a piece of imprudent effrontery in substituting a fictitious plea that I am thoroughly disgusted. The truth is that the required quantity of accessible land cannot be found, and such as I have further & thither surveyed, will not furnish above a tenth of prime land, and not above one half worth having at any price. As Duffenbach (Deiffenbach, the Explorer) has said New Zealand is colonised 1200 years too soon. The adaptation of the earths surface for the purpose of man has not yet been effected. The whole land yields, as an indigenous article of human food, only Fern Root, and on fern land neither wheat, nor grass, nor potatoes will grow until the root is got out of the earth entirely. 
I shall be anxious to hear what compensations you have accepted from the Company in lieu of the land choices which were to have ensued to you from the Lottery at first drawing. Please to inform me how I can most safely remit a bill or bills on the Company, better perhaps address to a letter enclosing such to Drewitt & Fowler, sending I suppose one of the three, then a second, then a third. Should I not leave at the expiration of the two years in the ensuing April, I hope and am confident, if we can discover the required quantity of land to finish the survey within 12 months, I should then like to reach other settlements in New Zealand, just to be able to speak of them as an eye witness, then to make a  comparative estimate of the best parts of Australia as Melbourne and Adelaide and sail from Sydney or Hobart Town to Valparaiso, over the Cordillya (Cordillera) and across the Pampas to Buenos Ayres, and if on visiting Paraguay an opportunity should present of installing myself as successor to the dictator Francisco, I may moderate my ambition to even being a citizen of Hayti (Haiti?), if that country pleases me as much as Candler’s description of it.

With dear love to my Mother, Brothers, Sisters and all their Cousins. Believe me thy affectionate brother,
                                                        Frederick Tuckett.

I am much occupied as usual, and must abandon letter writing for some time to come. 
Via India, for favour of Dr. Manning. 11/15/42 (15/11/42)

Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand.


FTS-LH03.             Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                 Dated 12th February 1843.

Nelson February 12th 1843

My dear Brother
                          I have already written recently acknowledging the receipt of letters etc. from Prince of Wales. I have now the pleasure of announcing the arrival of the Indus on the 5th instant with full compliment of emigrants of the labouring classes in the usual proportions of agricultural to mechanics and tradesmen of one third of the former, exactly inverse to the wants of an infant settlement, also as usual two cabin passengers a Mr and Mrs Spencer in idle ways here who are averse to any exertion and whose limited means have been long since expended will learn that his right name must be Sparing. Only one death that of a child, born I believe on board, had occurred on the passage and all others seemed in good health, these, with all others recently arrived are delighted with the appearance of the place, the brilliant and breezy climate and the luxuriant vegetation and abundant produce of our gardens, which are now numerous and remunerative at least in quantity & quality beyond our most sanguine expectation, altho to the cottar, for want of capital and employers, the produce cannot be disposed of otherwise than for his own consumption. Pending this state of things proprietors of lands cannot expect to secure rents and in almost all cases on this account the tenant is allowed, according to the character of the land, to occupy from one to three years rent free. I only returned from Massacre Bay on the day on which the Indus arrived having been absent about three weeks examining the surveys of Rural Sections in process there under Messrs Duffy, Budge and Musgrove and valuing the Sections preparatory to offering them shortly for distribution. My goods having been shipped early could not be got at until the emigrants effects had been previously discharged and so I only obtained them yesterday evening and expecting to leave in two or three days for the Wairau I shall not have time to open all the cases, but in evidently they appear in excellent condition, and No 1. I opened immediately on observing some of ketchup like liquid flowing from it which I found to have escaped from a great jar of pasteurised emollients  in one of the milk cans, the contents of which had destroyed the bladder and in part exploded, this being evidently recently and probably in loading or unloading from the ox cart, and in time to save the contents, it will be a satisfaction to all good housekeepers to know that I filled up the jar with vinegar immediately, not my good vinegar it is true, but the original would bear dilution and tho pickled will be procured from the air, then I opened No 2 to get at the dried lines, overhauled the contents, all of which were most satisfactory, and as per Smith put away my cheeses and separated the shoemakers implements etc. etc. from the clothing and articles for my private use. I have also opened one case of dressed leather, kep butts and tomorrow I hold a lease of shoemaker, as when I expect to dispose of the whole lot, the sole leather at 2/6 per lb and the Kep butts at 4/0s per lb, not wishing to nett more than 100 per cent. I offer them at these moderate prices for cash only at auction, they would I believe realise much more as the famine at the moment of scarcity of leather, by and bye we shall have a glut from Sidney & Hobart town of inferior quality, but as none can compete with me on quality. I should like to have quarterly about the same quantity with some dressed shoe hides strong enough for the strongest navvy, watertight, with a suitable proportion of welts and inner soles binding etc. leather laces, one or two caps & studs suitable  for cutting strips for machining from, only purchase for size the best quality that can be got for the united interests of love and money and I am safe from loss the market be as it may on arrival. Besides I have only to hold and a scarcity will follow a glut in a colonial market, as certainly as a storm succeeds a calm, it requires about three months, again nails of every description (best shingles excepted), sold here for less than cost price, now rose heads and spikes are worth 9p a lb and will be as they have been before at 1/- if we have not a further supply in a few weeks. Do not therefore hesitate to ship me half a ton of prime leather on any eligible occasion of a vessel proceeding direct to this place, no doubt many of our little merchants will be writing for consignments but they cannot get the quality, except by chance, which Tuckett & Baker can always manage. I will send one of my Quantity bills to thee by the first eligible mail to liquidate my present balance and cover the amount of future disbursements and the same in future. If I should leave the colony some future day I shall place in the hands of Mr Greaves all the disposal of property of any kind belonging to me here or which might accrue subsequently. Altho as I have already stated I wished to have obtained money rather than land (by lottery choice) the result of the ballot is favourable, the 3rd choice is Town acre 70, of which about 36 ft had been previously let to J Saunders nephew in law of Somes the Grocers and 70 ft to Cotterell and Burt at 12/6 per foot rent to commence from next July in consideration of a great expense incurred in excavation, and with covenant to erect suitable buildings. I had remonstrated with the latter parties on the folly of taking so much land at the outset at such a high rental but was only answered by Burt that he contemplated taking the entire area, a frontage of 140 ft. One large building they erected in wood and commenced hewing, dressing and hauling stone for a second. Cotterell meanwhile building large boats and fencing land etc. was but spending money right and left as if he had only to dash his name on a bit of paper to obtain it. The inevitable consequences have overtaken them, want of money, the partnership has been divided etc. Burt remains at the store but has no Trade adequate even to butter the bread for a numerous and increasing family of young children. I suppose £3 or 400 has been spent on my acres, to my advantage ultimately, altho I do not anticipate any income during the occupation of Cotterell or Burt. I propose lowering the rental to 8/- per foot. I am going to the Wairau, Cloudy Bay by boat, if I find the district desirable I shall ascertain by a rough rapid measurement the probable extent of the wider part of the valley as within 16 or 29 miles by the coast, this done I propose returning by land to the Waiiti and Waimea to examine the most feasible line of communication for the formation of a road which within three months will I hope be marked out, cleared and made practicable for an ox cart, provided the pass thro the mountain range which separates the Wairau from the Waiiti is of a accessible ascent. The brother of the Raupuaha has been here in my absence and informed Capt Wakefield of his opposition to our occupying the Wairau, no natives live on it or are likely to, but the fact is they have sold and resold it again and again and consequently find it a good possession. You need not be apprehensive of my suffering violence, they hardly ever attempt to obstruct surveys, tho parties who, may instigate them to opposition, know the value of the land is immediately enhanced for the benefit of the successful claimant. The bar at the mouth of the river is the most formidable opponent of the two and with a south east wind nothing would live in the surf, which is then raised shutting the entrance, and we only look to its permanent occupation thro means of a road uniting the head of the Waiiti with that of the Wairau. I have just completed my second bridge in the town, am about to commence third. We have about 7 parties of nearly 20 men each engaged in road making and other public works whose labour, if properly directed would alone afford me ample occupation. With such occupations at once exciting and responsible I cannot imagine how you can expect me to tell you in my letter of what I eat and what I drink. It will however be a satisfaction to you to know that I am abundantly supplied with good vegetables from my own gardens and that I can buy good mutton and occasionally beef at 1/- per lb, that I have not quite finished my stock of Port Sherry and Claret which I suffered to accumulate whilst supplied by the Compy previous to commuting maintenance at 7/- per diem. Nor Crawleys pale Alton Ale, now in bottle & as bright & good as wine, nor nearly finished the case of Noble old Brandy and one of good  Hollands from the stores of the Will Watch, altho I now grudge a bottle of either to those with whom I associate, the Claret is my favourite but the Brandy theirs. Cigar stock getting very low and cannot replace them in quality out of England. I am afraid we shall imitate our forefathers in decided addiction to good home brewed malts. Our barley is unequalled, so plump and bright and the temperatures in the shade being so moderate in summer, without sultry weather (We have not had a thunder storm yet this summer) the fermentation will be very equable. Our Wheat is equal to the Barley. Turnips even superior. Field and garden peas, carrots, red and white olives all in the greatest possible perfection. Really if I could only meet with a good wife I should pocket the first mortification at not being one of the founders of a future nation, and be content to sojourn here for life. Up to yesterday I had a very good sort of housekeeper, but she having become encumbered (quite legitimately) is now compelled to attend exclusively to her own affairs and I am again at a loss to what to do for a substitute not liking to leave my house, being frequently absent, in the care of any person of whose situation and connections in writing I have not knowledge. I will not transgress further the injunction respecting crossing letters but in the intention of writing more leisurely and accurately on my return from the Wairau early in March, with best thanks to thee for thy kindness in attending to my frequent troublesome commissions, and to my dear Mother and Brothers & sisters for their acceptable contributions, rejoicing in your great happiness and general prosperity and desiring it may be long unalloyed. I remain with dear love to them and thee, thy affectionate brother,
                                                
                                                                               Frederick Tuckett.

P.S. I have requested Watts to write to his Father immediately, he has always enjoyed good health and conducted himself with propriety and has I believe written frequently, but his father has removed his residence and the letters may have failed.
Francis Moline always in good health continues that pattern of unstinted propriety of which he was so pleasing an example during the passage here, he is employed by Cotterell and I meet him frequently when making payments for surveys by contract to his employer, to require like the men cash payments. If in consequence of the embarrassment of his fathers affairs the Accommodation Section in District Sub block north No 13 is to be disposed off I should like to purchase it.
Do not forget to remember me kindly to our numerous relations and friends.
I have recently written to J. Beard enquiring after his present position, enclosing £5 and requesting him to procure seeds, plants or fruit trees.
Terry and Sibla quite well, the latter entered this colony with a second numerous litter of young Collies, all weaned and given away. Terry is so well broken he will not kill rats in the house considering them as domesticated, the old souls will no longer patronise the gins, the young ones do freely, but I want one circular wire live traps, it would be a bad article to pack, and I can use a cask with its head balanced on a swivel for a live trap but I should like one wide one to accommodate a family. 



14th
The leather has not sold so freely as I had anticipated, the quality is excellent and no objection to the price but money is scarce, another difficulty arises from want of and to housing. inner soles etc. etc. which should be made in just proportion, it will however be all sold and used before you secure this. Vale.

Spike Nails flat points cut 2.1. 7 inch stout 2.1. 6 inch stout 3.0 0. 5 inch lighter 2 0.0. 4½ inch lighter 2.0.0. 3 and 3½ Rose Best dried point 2.0.0. Shingle nails full length 1.0.0. Battens 1.0.0. Clasps 5 series for weather bonding and lining etc. half cost of each 2.2.0. Hobs 3 moderate any taps ¼ only series 1.0.0. Tawny brads 1.0.0. Sprigs suntal series .2.0. The smaller the bags the better for convenience of sale, packed in casks of about 36 gallons each, second hand Brewers in good condition or Beef casks well composed would be more suitable than larger ones, about a ton of nails as above. I should like to import also the makers thread. To coat a few bustles or more. The acting Governor J Hasland is now here. He will establish a court of law.



Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand.


FTS-LH04          Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                 Dated April 12th 1843. 

Nelson April 12th 1843

My dear Brother
                           I posted a letter on the 29th acknowledging the receipt of all previous letters and goods due up to that date, which going from hence to Wellington will not I expect reach you so soon as this which I shall have an immediate opportunity of forwarding by a vessel recently arrived from Wellington and on his way to Hobart Town.  
The same day of the 29th the Phoebe arrived full of Passengers and immigrants, 6 births occurred on board and only one death and all arriving in good health.
I have not a Bank post sheet at hand and time will not admit of more than a brief correspondence. I am in possession of all the goods excepting boxes No 1 and 2 containing the Preserves and Rat traps etc. and No 2 the Bags of coffee which as yet have not been found+, all in good condition and according to Invoice, excepting the Sugar, which being packed in an unseaworthy cask had taken water and about two thirds damaged, the amount is not sufficient to have a survey of the damage held, and besides the fault is really with the merchant or packer in London. I am much obliged to thee and my brother Henry for your continued attention to my commissions which, as the colony now promises to be well supplied in future, I need not continue or which I may at least pretty much confine to that one sans pareil article Leather, which I esteem a good and respectable article of merchandise. We may now daily expect the arrival of the Tyne, which will I trust again afford me the gratification of being again assured of your health and welfare. In addition to interesting letters from thyself and Henry I have one from my valued friend Dr Hodgkins, but I may confess in this, as in a former letter, his ideas and wishes in respect to the aborigines were wholly inapplicable and impracticable so to very much alter my estimate of the advice of the labours of the theoretic philanthropists in reference to the inhabitants, natural or otherwise of other countries. He makes me to prefer native Tenants to occupy my land whilst they have an over abundance of their own which, altho in their favourite spots they never cultivate for more than two years. They were most earnest for us to settle here and disappointed because we did not form the Town at their Pah, at the Motueka they received liberal presents for all, independent of the purchase price of their lands previously paid to their head chief, which according to their custom he no doubt kept to himself the Lions share, they were satisfied and gratified beyond their expectations, but now that they see that we sell Timber and Land amongst each other, unable or disinclined to understand that it was of no value until we occupied it, they now feel sore at having parted with what appears to them such a source of riches to us, & what is really only the effect of the great outlay of capital on the part of the New Zealand Compy on emigration, and in equal violation of honesty and truth they try to prevent the occupation of the Lands which they would now resume, altho as I have said already the Reserves are far beyond their present and future wants and now their cultivations have been made a special and extra reserve. They are a very covetous people and we have need of much patience, however their love of gain is so much stronger than their love of fighting that I trust we shall gradually settle down respectively in our new frontiers without contest. You will now see how absurd it must read out here, a proposition to let a native my land which he would wish me to pay him for before I occupied it and ever afterwards. One word in reference to education, the most popular missionary can not induce the natives to entrust
+all delivered the next day.
 to them the care of instruction of either a full blood or half cast child, I have myself tried in vain every influence in reference to a most beautiful child, the natural daughter of the master of a Bremen whaler, and I know of several other instances in which the missionaries have been positively refused. Henrys letter is as didactic as the Proverbs of Solomon and almost as inapplicable to my state and that of the Settlement, as the lucubration’s of Dr Hodgkin to the aborigines would be very well if any individual, content with the presence of a moderate competence, would come and reside here and devote himself by example and active exertion to the inculcation of useful hints and more useful aids. The Nelson examiner has an Editor of the Contrite school of literature who delights in the aberrancy of an unintelligible and affected style, Mr Elliot the Printer and Proprietor is however gifted with more common sense and much of the information which Henry collects and recommends, he will I hope make some use of, but if some one gifted with patience, kindness and much charity would come and work here as a lay missionary they might do incalculable good, but they should be almost incapable of thinking evil of their fellow creatures in such a medley of society.
I had thought that I was naturally fully competent to money affairs particularly with a recent appraisal so had to say nothing of an idea that I was up to a notation then in regard to the exigencies and essential appliances evident to and necessary in a surveying, having seasoned a little of late perhaps in dismay, and here instantly directing the removal I have here of building materials rations etc., but had it been otherwise it happens that here as elsewhere and all colonies that all manner of goods are disposed of by auction, any such which arriving here as cargoe, and in or that a private person can inspect and dispense of his goods without his name appearing in the transaction at the cost of a commission paid to the auctioneer, further ones have had for about 8 months past are available, one cant send from The company’s store to Trafalgar square and far beyond that, Vide Mr Santons sketches of the Town, besides that a schooner can at most come up with Spring Tide to Haven Road Bridge (of which I am a little proud) and this road is now nearly completed to a width of three or four carts, with a line facing to the Tide for nearly a mile and a half in extent and a metal surfacing equal in condition to the best macadamised short of the (at this point the whole of the next line was cut off during the photocopying) a dry climate, an ebb of the Tide, a pawn of labour and especially of course to our possessing that celebrated Civil Engineer Frederick Tuckett came on the cheapest packet here and when the biped who goads ones favour seems to me to be extortionate and unreasonable in his expectations of remuneration it is my practice to offer the job to one his competitors as this leads to a reduction of price. I have little thought of writing an essay on the feasible means of securing goods for the instruction of natural and naturalised cockneys. When I shall be able to write a letter of facts I know not, never certainly whilst I am from keel to badinage in replying to letters which instruct me in things either most obvious and with which I in particular ought to be most conversant or else theorise on matters on which the writers cannot rightly advise. You probably consider this as a practical proof of the want of facts in my correspondence for if I had told you in every letter, as I have in many, that we made roads and worked oxen and even some horses in carts and sold goods by auction. Henry would not have advised my parting my goods on the shore amongst my neighbours, to reduce these to portable quantities. I now send lots of the Nelson Examiner, there is some selection in writing about any thing rather than the facts, most of which are associated with my works. I have let three contracts in the Waimea Plain, a fourth at Massacre Bay and one more, or two at the most, and all the required land will be in process of Survey and delivered I hope and believe to the Proprietors in 1843.* 
(* footnote at bottom of page. I hope in future to have more leisure to enjoy my occupation as I find great enjoyment in exertions but sometimes I have been overdone or rather I have like a hot horse overdone it by pulling against the collar)   
All the contracts but one are let to careful surveyors at a low rate, that one is let to Cotterell, who has as yet not honestly fulfilled a contract, but thro Capt Wakefield’s liberality in consideration of his remaining otherwise hopelessly in debt and because he spends every thing he makes in the Settlement thus promoting labour, his tender was accepted, altho it understated the requisite of one area there 30 per cent lower will require the most careful examination, with no probability of it ever being satisfactorily executed. I hope however I may be agreeably disappointed and that he will do something soon to retrieve his character as a surveyor as well as a man of business. A Mr Halley, introduced to me by Dr Hodgkin, on the day of landing most casually trailing a loaded gun as he walked in the town its contents were discharged entering his body near the loins, but fortunately in a direction rather superficial so that the vital parts were uninjured. I was absent at the time and after my return, when I first called upon him, was not aware that he had any introduction to me. I had him removed to my house as soon as the Surgeon would permit; he is going on well and will not sustain any permanent injury. I believe it is his intention to proceed to Wellington. Dr Greenwoods family and many others (vide Nelson Examiner) remain here without going further, they are delighted with the climate & with our progress, not with every one else who arrives disappointed in the limited extent of available land which necessitates such dispersions and precludes any extensive protraction of Colonisation further. It will be a fine place for wealthy Australians to retire to for health and comfort, and the Doctors may without limitation order here all the weakly and wealthy in England, you may also say how safer and regular the passage is made. N.B. good shooting. The relations of W and G Biggs of Mangotsfield may be informed that they and their wives are well, Georges wife has an infant. The latter was suspected of having robbed his Father of about £30 and incurred his enmity, but it was W’m the elder brother who took the money and kept it and his brother knows nothing of the circumstances. W’m proclaims it here, justifying himself on the score of his Father being about to marry again considering it perhaps as his late mothers property, he is a close fisted thrifty fellow with a wife of like grain and they make money here. George and his wife are also much alike, good tempered easy young people with no love of gain nor any anxiety about the future. The Lovells of Staple Hills, one of whom worked in Alfreds quarry, are also well, the elder (Benjamin I think is his name) is a fine grown intelligent industrious man, he works at the coal and lime track Massacre Bay on his own account, their wives and families also well. Watts and J Moline are also well, as in fact is every one else when they have got rid of the present survey. N.B. Ladies here, ever green like the trees, the sunset at evening is ever red and it would be a bull at the cornflowers.
No 5 came to land with same and monies, but the remainder in and very acceptable, for bought by Cotterell nearly attempting as second crops with Rohan fernland, abundant sadly in fern and cone forest. her seeds did well, many thanks for thinking for me and for the colony my mother, Marianna my brothers, not forgetting thyself the same from pensive brother Fred Tuckett.
letters badly like Rostenfest. Please to place amount of the enclosed Comity, which I have to thy order £95-2-8, I propose sending the tenor and date and Third.
The greater part are very good one or two portions or emplacements last saw dust nor in any dust and therefore objectionable, grass seeds hay, often is much better packing, be of value here, but for any fitment nothing should be partition boards fitted up with elm cases, by all means expressly you pay freight by measurement or something for warehousing tips etc. and be worth while for the master provided he was not otherwise lading alike, will come out to love on the strays, thank sister A for her letter and the salves and request Henry to kiss aunt madrigal for me and thank her for her remembering me.
The Potatoe cask on hand and of the Potatoes good condition. I had lost the kidney all of them thro unripe sets. Thus only but determinates Polemon. Thee be most welcome and providing. My dear love to Anna, Helen and the children thy affectionately. 

P S. The soul of any is to be in this. to my credit the Bill on the NZ made payable. In my next letter, Second of the same, shall authorise thee. I have opened the Previous effects, sound tops and never pack anything in but sand which is from the sweepings at yours and if not wetted sand, things which might used but ⅛ or ¼ Paper trimmings – the larger cases provides seasoned plain planking would sell here, of a vessel to bring out safe the friends from Baring Lands not to keep.

Leather all sold more wanted. will consider also 10 cwt of thin cheese rich toasting cheese such are sold at Ledbury market, packed say 3 in a Tin case soldered and filled with charcoal.                                                                              
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FTS-LH05           Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                    Dated 25th April 1843

April 25 Nelson 1843

My dear Brother, 

                                I now send thee a duplicate of my Bill on the N Z Compy for salary for £95–2–8, I remitted the first of the same terms and date via Hobart Town 4mn/13th 1843. This will go by a schooner direct to Sidney and probably arrive first. On the 30th ult I posted a letter addressed to our dear Mother which went by way of Wellington and would apprise you of the safe arrival of the Phoebe. The Tyne has not arrived nor had not at Wellington when we last heard (about a week since) we conclude she will go there first not having emigrants but only cargo I believe for this place, she ought therefore to go first to the port at which she has the last freight to discharge. The Mary of the 15th of January we expect with feelings of interest like the Athenians in hope of some stirring news.
I have mentioned in a former letter having written by a private opportunity to my old friend J. Beard enclosing a £5-0-0 and requesting him to send me seeds rather for the sake of hearing from him than to procure the latter. The Lady Leigh schooner, which sailed from London in 1841 and gave us the go by on the outward passage, arrived here on the 23rd from Sidney, chartered by Mr Joseph the amiable Jewish merchant of this Town, Auckland, Wellington & elsewhere, whom I have also already spoken of, brings me a box from John containing a large assortment of Garden seeds, chiefly vegetables and some valuable cuttings from choice ornamental shrubs from Sir G Gipps garden. In June he proposes sending me a large box of all varieties of fruit trees etc. I have written to him again by the mail extending my former order for Plants, Bushes etc. He expresses a natural longing for full liberty, which he looks forward to obtaining whenever the Governor retires from Office, confirms all previous statements of this employers esteem with evident and natural self satisfaction at having been able successfully to discharge the duties of his situation as head coachman, purveyor and breeder of Poultry etc. etc. He thinks he could do much good business for himself on commission if he could obtain from his wife’s relatives the sum of £100 on loan. I have recommended him not to involve himself in the anxieties and hazards of commerce for which I consider him incompetent and to look, should he be set at liberty, rather to the pursuit of a nursery man or gardener, a stock keeper or haulier. He speaks highly of the country and climate. “I came off a long journey from the interior with Sir G. Gipps and sat with four in hand up and down. I have seen thousands of sheep and cattle rolling in fat and grass over their backs when they were laid down”
“I have driven the Governor in both the Bush journies more than a thousand miles without the slightest accident and I have been his head coachman more than four years and in all that time have never lost a horse, had the full care and management from first to last: and have done all this without a fault. I have never been in the least disgrace since I have been with him, and I am expecting he will give me my freedom when he leaves etc. etc.”
“I attend friends meetings and have done so ever since I arrived in the Colony”
I should think Joseph Davis would, if not for kindness at least to keep him away, be willing to supply him thro the assistance of the family with the moderate sum which he desiderates, not as a loan but a gift, as I have taken occasion to express a wish to doing. Some provision should be made for him preparatory to his expected change of function. If there is joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth surely those minds are most un heavenly that cannot participate in that joy whilst on earth. Thou hast had the satisfaction of having done a good work for poor Wm. Mothley, and that most efficiently, and I have no doubt thou wouldst be not less successful in trying thy powers of persuasion and exerting practical sympathy for John Beard. I consider myself absolutely in his debt by the amount of the value of many dinners and much of his time bestowed on me. As I have quoted his self laudation, which I foresee will be censured, it is best fair also to quote further: “to find a heart in a strange land that still feels for me and to pray I trust for my deliverance from this earthly bondage and also pray that my spiritual bonds may be broken and my heart set at liberty to praise the name of the most Highest for ever and ever more etc”
I have endeavoured to write to him with discretion not lowering the standard (as Henry has it) nor impertinently rankling a cleansed wound that he may ever cultivate a garden here instead of a portion of poverty.
In a former letter I expressed a wish to ensure 10cwt of rich toasting cheese packed in soldered tin filled in with charcoal, I am inclined to think now that the charcoal, in the case of cheese of this description, had better be mantled it soils so much, if the tins are only carefully soldered and a piece of tin laid between each cheese they will ripen beautifully on the passage without damage. 3 or 4 may be put in a strong soldered tin, of these 2 or 3 in a strong cask well compressed, if the cheese is well bought, rich toasting cheese, I shall nett £50 on the quantity.
Do not think that I shall get too rich I spend like someone over fast perhaps more injudiciously indolent, £500 on a house, which after all is only patchwork and on public ground in which I can obtain a property.
Also for the good of the colony I shall sink about as much more on my land.
Best bear in mind I should not have it to spend if I indulged in colonial conviviality, and I hope to accumulate enough cash to carry me home via Australia and South America, a journey which I cannot perform under £1 per day.
I hope to be at liberty next Lady day in about twelve months hence.
I have omitted writing in haste any acknowledgement of the receipt of goods having already twice done so, again for precaution I may just add that everything sent has been received, with little exception in the best condition and very acceptable but leather and cheese the only saleable commodities. I am preparing the details of a system of conducting all the Public works by contract, which if the men are willing will be of infinite advantage to them and to the Settlement. Capt Wakefield is about to reduce the wages from 14/- a week with Rations to 16/- without as in future there is every reason to believe that the market here will be sufficiently supplied without occasion for keeping open the Company’s store. At the same time some stocks of meat and flour will be held from time to time lest a scarcity should occur or an improper combination of the Dealers raise prices to an inconsiderate and oppressive amount.
I hope in January or February Mr Titchener from this place will have arrived, by whom I wrote in September at great length. I shall prepare a long letter for thee sent opportunely, consider this merely as a matter of business and charge my account with the Postage. Give my dear love to my mother my brothers sisters etc. and accept the same from thy affectionate brother. F. Tuckett
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FTS-LH06.           Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 1st August 1843.
Nelson August 1st 1843.
My dear Brother,
                           I sealed at end of July a lengthened letter of three Bank Post sheets, enclosing a Bill on N Z C for £100 payable to order of Messrs Drewett & Fowler which please place to my order.
Col Wakefield arrived here in the 1st week of August accompanied by H St Hill the sheriff of Wellington, the Col I found to be superior to his brother as a man of business and he has gained somewhat in public estimation, notwithstanding his long deferred visit, but neither talent in manners, however amended, can much amend the affairs and situation of the resident Proprietors who have purchased lands of the Company which for the most part are not worth having or which cannot be obtained from the natives without more payment, with every prospect of it being again & again demanded and regarded as a rent or tribute – our Denmark is essentially rotten – They left on the 11th by the Hamburg ship the St Pauli.
A few hours later arrived a schooner from Wellington (Mr Boulcott on board) by which we are apprised of the recent arrival of the Tyne and Mary at that Port, and received a mail from the Mary which arrived first, the Tyne had not landed her mail when the schooner sailed. Mr Boulcott informs me that there is only one person by the two vessels who left England bound for Nelson, but that others disappointed in Wellington are likely to come on her with the vessels, hence I suppose it is conclusive that there is no accession of capital, or hardly any, to either settlement. From the same party we learn that the farmers at the Hutt are disturbed in the possession of their lands by the natives, he speaks of his own expenditure of £500 in that district as sunk in consequence. The Sir J Franklyn, schooner proceeds to Sidney and will take from hence upwards of fifty persons, twice as many would go if she had been a brig or a barque. I should be glad of such reduction of the number of our labourers if we could cull out and get rid of the worst, unfortunately it is just the reverse, those only who have been industrious and frugal and who consequently are desirable settlers are in a position to leave. I have as yet neither letters nor papers, but in a letter from Staynor which I have seen, we learn that the late Governors death was known in England – we learn that a deputy governor is vouchsafed to Wellington, giving if a Governor creates in a year a debt of £100.000 how much debt will a governor and deputy governor create. Our acting Police Magistrate has written to the new Police Magistrate of Wellington, Major Richmond, to require part of the military force of 50 men, who came with him since the Wairau conflict from Auckland, not being for protection against the natives but to arm our own people. Only think of her Majesty’s forces in all New Zealand (that second Great Britain) amounting to only 100 men. I have pressed my resignation of the office of resident agent and recommended the Colonel to offer it to Mr Fox of Wellington or Dr Munroe of this place, now about at Auckland, of which he approves but doubts whether the former will accept it if the Government prevent our proceeding this year with the Survey of the Wairau, in that case I hope to throw up the office of Surveyor also and leave – otherwise I should like to complete the whole survey, but for the recent contest it would have been done in three or four months and all the lands distributed in November or early in December. I send newspapers by the mail of the Sir J Franklyn and a letter under cover to thee for the relations of W Biggs. Saunders of Bath intends leaving in the course of three months, and we are sending on same a remit with Mr W Somes, within that time by which I hope to send my nephew Francis a New Zealand canoe completely equipped, nearly large enough to have floated him up to his dimension when I left England, he must be satisfied with hauling a younger chap instead of paddling himself. With love to him and his mamma and the girls accept the same from thy affectionate brother
                                                                                                         Frederick Tuckett
My chance to return or rather to leave amounts to a pest de pays.
I shall send with the carrier a series of Portraits of Maoris which will interest Dr Pritchard and Hodgkin, perhaps be thought worth publishing in lithography, also by A Saunders a valuable silver watch and gold breast pin which belonged to the late J S Cotterell and which we received on the day of burial.
Overdone with varied occupation and anxiety and soured by the frequent exhibition of insult and illwill, never was I further from that spirit of gentleness which is easily to be entreated and which is as soothing to its possessor as it is conciliating to others, thus only knowing without attaining to a right spirit I am ready to envy the liberty which others enjoy of assuaging their fierce passions in desperate deeds, dragooning from duty their fellow creatures to return to duty. 
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FTS-LH07.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 8th October 1843.

No 2.                                                                                            Nelson October 8th 1843.
                                                                                                      Dent Bryant W. G Biggs
                                                                                                          Lovell all done Lovell

My dear Brother
                          No 1 addressed to our dear Mother in an envelope to Henry in a tin case containing a series of Maori Portraits and enclosing full Bill of Exchange for £215, drawn in my favour by Mr Jollie on Mrs Jollie, Carlisle. Cumberland. Joint Stocks Pound of which I now send the second of same payable to order of Messrs Drewett & Fowler, Bankers - it was sealed on the 24 ultimo and forwarded about the 30 in care of J Gibbs, servant of the late & lamented Capt England, who left this port for Sidney by the Lestern to proceed to England having entrusted him to the portable personal effects documents of his deceased master to convey the same to his brother. I have requested Henry to pay him on receipt £1.0.0 and to assist him if he requires it and in clearing his baggage thro the Custom House. I received a letter from Henry, by the Mary, stating that a parcel from them had been entrusted to a Mr Taylor passenger by the Tyne, it seems he left at the Cape or Hobart Town and altho he has some relatives at Wellington I cannot learn what has become of the parcel. Again by the Ursula I have letters from Henry dated 5 mo 15 and 5 mo 20, informing me that another parcel from thee had been given to Mr Bowler the messenger who promised to forward it free - thus am I disappointed of the only communication with my relatives and friends that is likely to afford me gratification. Henrys last letter I consider so injurious and insulting, that a correspondence which is so mutually distasteful must as a matter of common sense cease. It is an outpouring of that old Pharisaical spirit of consciousness which cloaks its own ensconced gratification of self under the plea of doing good to this bespattered object. If we cannot forbear in time neither can we in eternity and therefore there can be no heaven to a mind so constituted. I shall not write to him again because I wish for rest and peace. I should like to inform him that I never thought my letters worthy of preserving copies, causes worthy cannot reform them on a future voyage. I declare that I was requested particularly to, and that it was complained of by one of my brothers, that I omitted to inform you of the character and conduct of my fellow colonists, however deplorable may be the picture which I have given, it only faintly and very inadequately in degree and number portrays the depravity and degradation of society and of the individuals in particular.    
I have burnt all letters received except perhaps one from each correspondent to whom I feel attached, keeping only as a sort of remembrance, taking this precaution as my papers would be overhauled by strangers in the event of my death.
We have now in Port the Tyne, Stoveld and Ursula, the Stoveld arrived on the 2nd ult. direct, the Ursula on the 4th from Wellington. Dillon Bell has come in but leaves for Auckland in a few days, he intends to return here. I have had the pleasure of his company at my house during his stay, at present he has gone with Molesworth to Duppas, he is suffering like all new comers from ulcerated sores and like all new comers disappointed in this land of promise and disgusted at the state of anarchy which exists. We have been for the last 10 days arming the people and fortifying the place for fear of attack from the natives, for which their conduct as well as rumour be given much cause to apprehend. Mr Fox has released me from the care of the Agency, he will make no attempt to control the men who from a 4th do now only an 8th of a days work, the Police Magistrate is powerless and the Government sends no assistance so that he could only subject himself to the prospects of being defeated depending on the day. In answer to a third despatch we are at last promised a visit from the North Star, but she will not land troops on arriving here. Altho the natives are not distinguished as those of North America for fidelity and gratitude yet I believe none of this Island would injure me or anything belonging to me unless from fear of the consequences of disobeying Rauparaha, our own people cultivate hatred towards me as the detector if not the provider of impositions and the constant impediment to a lavish expenditure of the Companys funds which would create a momentary safe future and be all squandered in drink. The will of God rather than fear of Him or of being hung restrains them from murdering me.
A hypocritical wretch, a Primitive Methodist of the name of Andrews, by Trade a bricklayer and lime burner, who came from Bath and a Teetotal friend of the late J Cotterell, and the father and grandfather of numerous progeny, has been the prime conspirator in a confined and secret society amongst the men to murder myself, and this gentleman has administered the oath of promise and of secrecy to the others, and a further obligation by oath to hew in pieces with spade any one who should divulge their secrets. I paid this man and his sons about £60 for burning, which will offer same, about 10 Tons of lime stone for which in England £10 would have been ample payment. Altho not an admirer of the Primitive Methodists from my acquaintance with them in North Wilts their peculiarities being particularly uncongenial to my tastes, and altho I had reason to be much disgusted with some active ones on board the Will Watch, yet both because I found them willing to do good in respect of teaching and because I was anxious to uphold a spirit of religious liberty, against the wiles and patronage and procuration of a Present Bishop, I have befriended this man and the sect and promoted their wishes, and I will do them the justice to acknowledge that they instituted a Sunday school and sustain it in a most useful and creditable manner. This Andrews was ill nigh onto death, in which I visited him and tried to supply him with comfort in distress. His wife, a second, has for 6 months, since her confinement, been in a very weak state with little chance of recovery, and during my temporary agency hearing it accidentally (for they had left Town and were living in the country) without being entreated, I cleared our victuals man to see that she was supplied with sago, groats, mutton for broth, and anything suitable for her. I never had a dispute with this wretch, who from pretence and vanity and baseness could make long sermons and long prayers, and thus he has requited me, surely his name should be Legion!! his eldest son has I fear still more villainy but then he has never made any religious pretension, resting in that of Teetotalism. Some future day we shall understand what is now so obscure, how all things wish rather for good, at least in their insults. I do not think there is one industrious upright man amongst this set, they have for the most part a hatred of work, and I am sorry to know that the majority of this Religious preference here are far inferior in character and conduct to the average of those who constitute the larger portion of society who do not acknowledge the authority or obligations of revealed Religion, how far the former are instructed by ideas of policy, or in other words how much more they would have been but for this mishap of policy I cannot decide, but I fear that none are so irretrievably damned as the religionist of Policy. Mr Andrews has just returned from their conference of Wesleyan missionaries and has opened a spurious and commodious chapel here built in Brick, and which cost about £200. Capt Wakefield promised £50 on the part of the Company and £500 in the approbation of the court of Directors in aid of erecting other chapels for their members in different districts of this Settlement, without prejudice to their drawing on larger amount of the funds entrusted to the care of the court of Directors for this purpose, and of which fund they touched on the Bishops, uninhibited by the Episcopalians here and in violation of that trust £5000 – of which his Lordship has yet to provide the last penny altho solicited to do so by the late agent and also recently by myself. Col Wakefield refused to allow me to fulfil the promise of his brother altho I pressed him to the utmost, and even descended to ask it as a personal gratification to myself, on the occasion of his making very strong acknowledgment of the sums rendered by me to the N Z Compy. and professes not less of his own attachment to the cause of civil & religious liberty.
The crops are looking well with the second years culture they will succeed well. Wood land is getting out of repute and Flax land, not for Phormium tenax, but for its soil is now most esteemed, this experience has confirmed my original opinion in which I hold unwavering tho almost alone.
Unless the Governor comes out with instructions and powers to put the proprietors in possession of the land the Wellington settlement will be utterly ruined and ours will suffer at least by sympathy. Domett, Saunders, Newcombe, Wetheralls and many others leave and if we have fresh alarms without securing succour all that can leave will do so. Budge, Watts & Moline are well, the former is surveying by contract at Massacre Bay and Watts with him, Moline accompanies six others this week. I have a letter from my friend Mr Pratt of Wiltshire in which he comments by informing of his assistance. 
I greatly admire the philosophical sentiments of Dr Sildold. Let us seek to give onto eternity with the qualifications which would prepare us to enjoy it. Even as a state of rest let us labour to go up to its aim acting as combatants with the arriving. Even as a state of intelligence let us carry to it holy exercised powers. Even as a state of blessed society let us go to it from the direst society on earth. Let us seek to bring both time and eternity into a state of accessibility the one to the other that every one residing therein may not detect to be without absolution, but in easy and natural transition Powers benevolently used. It is contrary to the spirit of Christianity and is therefore adapted for the world in which is not the spirit of Christ. 
If I should return to England in 1844 I expect to see and hear of stirring events.
With love to my Mother, Marianna, brothers, sisters, accept the same from thy affectionate brother F Tuckett.

PS 
I have a canoe packed for Frank which I send ----undecipherable---- that all my relatives at Frenchay are in usual health. I hope such is your continued enjoyment that nothing mars it, but for anxiety of mind & the want of contentment I think I could live now uncompromised in England in such a cottage as my dear Mother used to point out as suitable for me when in my early days we were riding in the carriage.
I am afraid no system is so adapted human nature as an enlightened despotism.
The parcels by Mr T---- passenger by the Tyne just received now by the Ursula or Stoveld excepting the Testaments by the former. The parcel which Mr Bowler was to have forwarded therefore still wanted.
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FTS-LH08.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 12th October 1843.

No 3 -                                                                                         Nelson October 12 – 1843

My dear Brother
                          I have already this day posted a letter addressed to thee containing the 2nd of a Bill of Exchange for £215 payable to order of Drewett & Fowler drawn by Mr J Jollie on his mother Mrs J Jollie of Brampton Nr Carlisle – About to leave tomorrow morning for a prolonged absence at Massacre Bay accompanied by J Moline to examine W Budges contract survey in that District in which he is assisted by Mr Watts, all of whom are well and in good esteem. I do not like to forgo the opportunity of informing thee that I have after repeated fruitless enquiry obtained from the Tyne the parcel entrusted to Mr Taylor containing interesting letters from my brother Philip --- is 
the Muchatect News, Dr Deiffenbachs work on N Zealand, Punch & Judy, Spectator Mercury etc. all very acceptable.
And in the box which I knew to be on board the Ursula, but which I concluded from size wt and circumstance of being franked contained the Donation of 100 Testaments in the Native Language. I have the greater pleasure in a moment of disappointment to find on opening what at sight of a yellow G W Railway ticket on the cashier prepaid a parcel from home containing a most interesting 7 sheet letter from thyself, a valued letter from my kind & ever beloved relatives Uncle & Aunt Arch, a cake and interesting works from my dear Mother, an acceptable assortment, as in the Tyne parcel from E Ship, in short every thing in perfect condition.
The North Star, Sir Everard Horn Commander, arrived the day before yesterday, she has come reluctantly he and Major Richmond affect to consider that we require no protection. I have only just finished concocting with Dr Munroe a memorial to the Commander urging on his consideration our imperative claim to efficient protection as British Subjects, but I fear it will be as ineffective as that from the inhabitants of Wellington to which he has already replied declining compliance with their wishes. He has no detach to alledge but that being only victualing for a limited period, he cannot provision here as cheaply at at Australia, truly our lives and property  are regarded as of little value. My clothing and provisions are not packed for my journey I feel this will excuse me all errors and omissions in these hasty lines and accept as thy are intended as an expression
Of gratefulness and affection towards my numerous benefactors from thy & this affectionate brother, son, nephew Frederick Tuckett.
On my return from Massacre Bay I hope to find immediately leisure for further correspondence. There is an apparent discrepancy inasmuch as thy letter acknowledges 9 mo 10 and 10 mo 31, whereas Henry confirms my letter dated in December had also arrived, I conclude after thine was despatched from Frenchay.        
6 No’s of the Nelson Examiner posted yesterday.
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FTS-LH09.     “Circulation Copy” of a Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his
                             Uncle Arch Describing a trip to the Massacre Bay Area 
                                                 Dated November 13th 1843

Nelson, New Zealand. Nov 13 1843.
(Completed 8/12 month & posted 10/12 month
Arrived 30/5 month 1844.)

My dear Uncle,
                          The section of thy last letter accompanied by one from my dear Aunt dated 26/2 month/43 affected me most pleasantly, & this fresh assurance of your affectionate sentiment occasioned me some regret that I should have neglected correspondence which thou art kind enough to say would have afforded you gratification  Independent of the actuation of my occupation my mind has doubtless been more encumbered by the responsibilities of office than it would have been had I gone into harness earlier in life or more gradually, and I have often felt it to be a great effort to keep up that correspondence with my dear mother & brothers to whom both duty & inclination alike prompted & although I now enjoy sufficient leisure time to devote to correspondence I still feel somewhat restricted by the sense that the circulation of my opinions respecting the eligibility of this Country as a field for Colonisation, as well as of the working of the particular system which has been pursued, must as far as my opinion could have any influence rather prejudice than benefit the interest of my employers. Whilst I would state the whole truth according to my judgment if it were called for, I do not feel at liberty unnecessarily to proclaim my sentiments, although I have expressed myself always strongly & freely in my correspondence with home. I consider this as allowable licence in intimate correspondence. On this account perhaps very few of my letters could with propriety have been sent to London, I infer from a remark in thy letter that you have rarely had the perusal of any of them.  
It was delightful to me to observe with what cheerfulness & contentment thou canst allude to thy increased bodily infirmities  with what excellent common sense did Franklyn contemplate the termination of this first state of being, & how just in his conviction of the design & end of life as quaintly but not irreverently expressed in an epitaph of his own composing. Surely true religion will only exalt that which is evident to Philosophy & make the presence of a Divine Author a reality, seen, felt & loved as a reconciled father in Christ Jesus. But I shall indulge the pleasant expectation of conversing with thee once more in the old edition, as I hope about the close of 1844 or early 1845  & although I have the advantage in youth & strength, yet unless hazards intervene which place at par the probabilities of such appointment being kept. Having just penned a long letter to my dear Mother in this I will endeavour to write on one subject, that if the letters are interchanged they may possess a fresh interest.
I have recently returned from an excursion to our districts in Massacre Bay (Golden Bay), where I was anxious to proceed, both to inspect the progress of the surveys, & also to renew a friendly intercourse with the natives, who have kept in a state of much excitement & distrust since the lamentable conflict & murder at the Wairau; their fears excited by the artful representations of the emissaries of Rauperahe (Te Rauparaha), as well as by exaggerated representations of our warlike preparations here  my visit was very opportune & conciliatory; for the sound of our cannon, which on being mounted in the new fortress, had been frequently fired for practice, had increased their alarm, and led them to conclude that war was declared. I landed armed with flour and sugar, having left my fowling piece at Nelson, & allowing none to be taken by any of my party, Ireno and his people welcomed me cordially. They looked on with evident anxiety whilst the things were carried out of the boat, no doubt anticipating that this time I had come armed, & probably with a case of arms for the survey men, then some miles inland; their quickly renewed & accustomed cheerfulness assured me, as I also watched them with no less interest for an indication of their true sentiments, that this act of confidence on my part was completely successful: I staid that night at their village, occupying a house some time ago built by a ship carpenter no longer residing there  two of my boatmen (whalers) spoke the Maori language tolerably well, & with their aid, my numerous visitors that evening sustained the high enjoyment of the Kerero (talk, conversation or discussion) to a late hour & though some of the audience (not of this village) were of the suspicious sort, they were I believe all gratified  The following day I walked to Mr. Budges survey station, about 6 miles inland, remained there 4 days & then returned to the Pa, accompanied by Mr. Budge who deposits there in the care of the chief Ireno, the bulk of his provisions & other stores: we had a large party in the evening & Mr. Budge & F. Moline preferred sleeping in Ireno’s warre (whare) for greater warmth, & the boatmen in another for the same reason, leaving me the entire occupation of the European house, with a good fireplace and fire, & a bedroom partitioned off, in it a plank bedstead  Heavy rains are frequent here from proximity to the N.W. Coast & having been wet through almost daily, it was a great comfort to be well housed at night.
Next morning Ireno took me to see a fine pig & a large pile of potato baskets  25 heavy ones  which he had provided for me & requested I would tell my men to kill & dress the pig that we might have fresh meat  when this was done I sent them a liberal portion of it  which he would hardly allow of  that they might all feast also  for except on some such occasion they rarely taste meat although they like it, reserving their pigs for trade with the Europeans: very sweet tea (sugar & water would do) and bread is as great a treat to them, with their simple habits of living, as turtle soup & venison would be to us: one of my boatmen was formerly a baker, & having now fresh lard in abundance we had no stint of good damper and pork chops fried, with lots of capital mild onions, and pork pies also. 
At low water (I) crossed the mouth of the river, carried by Ireno, who accompanied us to another Pa, at 4 or 5 miles distant, the natives were all absent planting potatoes at some little distance in the bush, at length one of them appeared having heard our call, & summoned the others for the Kerero, in which I endeavoured to explain to them that Mr. Budge would proceed by my direction with the survey of that land, & that their cultivations & such land as they would like to extend their cultivation on, I should select as native reserves; but that I must ascertain the quantity and position of it, cautioning them not to interrupt him in the execution of the survey, from which he had been deterred hitherto by their opposition: they received the information and advice with attention, & and did not express any intention of further opposition, but strongly claimed more utu (satisfaction), protesting as they always do that they do not want the reserves, & will quit the land when it is paid for; but I am convinced that if the demand was satisfied they would stay where they are, & under some pretext after a little while urge a fresh claim for further compensation  this is a trait in their characters, but it is also to be attributed to the wholesale purchase of their lands having been made in a very vague way, & without adequate payments  these natives are of the church mission  Ireno & his people are of the Wesleyan  the former are taught by their instructors in Christianity to regard the latter with contempt, as not being Christians, & the Wesleyan Missionaries having been stimulated to greater exertions in fear of Episcopal ascendancy, the Church Missionaries elated by the arrival of a resident Bishop, endeavour in the most arrogant manner to suppress & by denying the validity of Wesleyan baptism & endeavouring to re-baptise these members of the Wesleyan Mission, regarding it as a more difficult but necessary work to convert them from the heresy which they have adopted, than from the heathenism or ignorance of their original state: so that the poor deluded natives instead of being reclaimed from the natural bondage of hatred & of strife (to which they have been so prone) by the peaceful spirit of Christianity, are likely to cherish their worse passions & regard the very exhibition of them as a proof of Christian zeal for their sects. The Church Missionaries have created for themselves an awful accountability in having frustrated the probable effects of a gospel ministry  It may appear partial in me to impute all the blame to them, but you well know the subservience of the Na(tive) Ministers, their deference & respect for the Episcopal Church, & that they will endure without much murmuring almost any amount of contumely from that quarter, would that I could consistently inspire such bearing to a spirit of meekness, rather than to a secret sympathy with the dark power of priest craft  how exactly are your fears being verified  “that the natives would be in danger of adopting the Church of England instead of the Church of Christ”!  
Detained one day at the Aorere by the weather, the next I left for the Mudpuppy (Motupipi), (our coal field) accompanied by Ireno, who was glad of the opportunity of visiting Nelson  I took with me a few baskets of the potatoes which he had provided for me & advised him to desire his brothers to follow us with a large canoe laden with potatoes which were then in demand at the Nelson markets  I must not omit to mention another instance of generous feeling on the part of my host, Ireno  I had with me two bags of flour, each 2 cwt, and two bags of sugar, each  cwt  on giving him one of each, he was anxious to know what I purposed doing with the others whether they were for Mr. Budge in whose store I had deposited them  they were really intended for another chief Oupere at Takaka; but I waited replying to the question, imagining I might be annoyed by the importunity of others in the more immediate vicinity  on which he informed that the Pakeha’s at the Motupippi had had but Maori food for some time, & were much in want of flour. Three working men who have families, reside at the Motupippi, & work either at the coal, lime or timber trade, as they can get an order  trade is very slack, & they often are a little straitened, but the natives (who are everywhere kind to the Europeans, & desirous of inducing them to live among them as long as they are few in numbers) often supply them with potatoes & fish, & allow them to hunt pigs in the forest. Hearing this I told Ireno for whom I reserved the flour & sugar & notwithstanding that Oupere was his friend & superior, he still pressed the claim of the Pakeha’s, on which I told him I would divide it & give them half. I did not fail on arriving at the Motupippi to tell our people to whom they were indebted for the timely supply of flour, & Ireno was not a little gratified with his popularity on its being made known, although neither his modesty nor his ideas of propriety would, I believe have allowed him to disclose his interference in the matter lest it should detract from my merit & importance as a White Chief. The ships carpenter who formerly resided & built a schooner at Aorere, is now at the Motupippi, & in concert with 2 or 3 others has just completed another, with which they purpose carriage of coals & lime to Wellington & Nelson. 
The following day I walked to the Takaka, & on a large potato cultivation on the opposite bank of the river to the survey station house, I found Oupere & the other natives. This chief is one who accompanied Eiou & Ekawa (Puakawa) along side the Roryo’more on my first excursion to Massacre Bay after I had laden the schooner with coal & limestone; although much older than the others he survives them, the other 2 with 7 others having been drowned on this shore, their canoe being swamped in a heavy surf since the Wairau affair. It is not pleasant to regard the sudden death of one’s fellow creatures as a matter of congratulation, yet whilst I both regret & respect in their fate the loss to their people of two heroes, I cannot but feel that this casualty has probably prevented the breaking out of war; I fear Ekawa would have been eager to wipe out the indignity which his manhood had sustained in being arrested & fined by our late Police Magistrate & Agent, the success of which first attempt on the part of our magistrates to uphold the authority of the British law led to the ridiculous elation of our capricious police magistrate to the unwarrantable ill planned & worse executed interference with the natives at the Wairau; which has made us so contemptible in their estimation, that future & further conflict, independent of any question of right as to the possession of land or of allegiance as subjects of the Crown to the authority of the laws, must inevitably ensue out of mere irritation of feeling: however desirous the government may be to judge leniently of violence committed by the natives in asserting their rights, there are some ready for the sake of vengeance & obliteration of the memory of a mortifying defeat to plunge the community into a state of warfare as soon as they shall see a sufficient force at hand. 
I found the natives at the Takaka much dejected, they had heard the discharge of the cannon at Nelson just after the surveyor had left recalled by me (their engagement with the Co. having expired) & believed that we were already fighting; and hearing of the arrival of the Frigate they in their turn feared our power & were on the point of going back into the Bush for concealment. I had a good interpreter here in an American mulatto, who lives with a daughter of Ranghiaiata (possibly Te Rangihaeata), & speaks the language fluently  As soon as their fears were dispelled on this head, they immediately resumed all their natural tenacity & jealousy & received without any expression of pleasure my offer of a present of flour & sugar to Oupere. After a while they inquired who it was from? what it was for? & when I told them it was a gratuitous act of my friendship for them, they grunted an acceptance, but intimated that they would not take it as a purchase for the land  next they entered on the circumstances of the Wairau conflict, requesting me to inform them how it took place, and especially who fired first; and when I replied at some length, they remarked that my statement was the same as the Maoris had made them  that my speech was good, that they believed me & were glad that I had come to them; as they now knew what really had been done, & was likely to lie; but that the Pakaha’s & also wicked & quarrelsome Maories had told them many lies to make mischief. I advised them not to be moved by rumours, to judge of us by our acts, & to be peaceable & patient  I informed them I should spend some days in the Bush, as they call the forest, (getting the name from the Australian runaways) inspecting the survey, & invited some of the young ones to accompany me & try to catch some pigs, but they, though very desirous of capturing pigs, were indisposed to such exertion, urging that I walked too much, too much for the Maoris! The valley of the Takaka is a very fine district, I have had it surveyed about 9 miles inland & obtained I should think twice as much land as the Hutt district, at Wellington affords, & quite equal to it in quality; although I expect to offer for distribution on the shores of Massacre Bay, about 300 sections of 150 acres each: as I have mentioned in a former letter, there are not more than 100 natives resident in & it is the only district in which rural sections are surveyed where any natives reside (although they occasionally frequent the Wairau) so that I can secure to them in the choice of native reserves, all the land which they would most value for occupation.
Having completed my inspection of the survey, I returned to Nelson, sleeping one night (by the way) on the beach. I took Ireno to my house & gave him a suit of clothes & clean shirt, & invited him to stay with me; but he could not feel at home, & preferred sleeping at one of the houses erected for the accommodation of natives coming to the market, where he found many acquaintances & had long talks; occasionally he would come & eat with me, but always afraid of intruding, unlike his race whom you can scarcely shake off or keep out of your houses. Having given such a picture of this native, I must state he is unique, & in regard to generosity, he gave me at the Aorere more than all the gifts which I had ever received from all the other Maoris would amount to  they consider it is the privilege of a chief to ask for anything that he fancied  I have indulged them liberally, have rarely asked for anything in return, & more rarely with success  In integrity of character Ireno is equally singular & conspicuous  as an individual chief he accepted from Capt. Wakefield the same amount of presents in acknowledgement of the N. Z. Co’s purchase as was given to each of the 20 or 30 other chiefs at the different Pa’s, & yet he not only does not raise any fresh claim or assert that he has not sold it & threaten our people if they should occupy, but he says to this day this is Wideawakes (Capt Wakefield) I sold it, speaking of Aorere, a district of 80 rural sections; and he wishes for us to go there & live on the lands. He says that they (the Maoris) have been fighting amongst themselves for ever, & will continue to do so as long as any exist unless we come among them & prevent it. 
I have characterised Capt. Wakefield as a diplomatist readily governed by considerations of expedience  There never was a more signal instance of the impolicy of diverting from a plain strait forward course of action, than in his negotiations with the natives on our first arrival  he was determined to maintain the validity of the wholesale purchase defined by degrees of Latitude made by his brother Col. Wakefield from Rauperahe; & the natives, hurt at this alienation of their property by their dreadful chief Rauperahe, would not consent to accept it on the conditions, & they persisted for hours in their refusal, but the enumeration of articles to be presented was too seductive, & they gave in & accepted them on his conditions. Not one of them at the Motuaka (Motueka) but now declare that the land is not sold, & that they will drive us off from it or be killed, unless they are paid again  Capt. W. for the same amount of presents might have made the purchase from each freeman & by his own act have obtained what the Government would recognise as a valid Title, and what they could never with the approbation of any just man have undone  he would have gratified their pride by recognising their right, instead of wounding it deeply by acting on the doubtful & despotic authority of Rauperahe, the residents being few, the purchase might have been effected of the individuals for about the value of the presents actually given, or half as much more. 
I have selected the native reserves in this settlement, & have done them justice  The only district sub sections in which there were resident natives was the Motuaka, hence I was able to secure them all the land to which I thought they were most attached, making an special survey of all that they had ever cultivated (not 50 acres): Out of the 100 native reserves there are at least forty 50 acre sections (one to a man if they would each like one) of unexceptional quality  and what have they done? as soon as a white man came there & established himself on the other side of the river, they became unsettled & jealous, abandoned their former favourite clearings, & all went to work clearing where they heard our people intended to be.  I have furnished them with a plan of the survey, their sections coloured, the others blank, but they do not attend to it, some of them by their own ancient division have no claim of their own to the land included in the native reserves, and none of them have any inclination or intention to be guided by anything but their own will in the occupation of land. They would sell us a permission to occupy but they would threaten to turn us off on any caprice & levy tribute or blackmail for ever unless resisted.
I am anxious it should be remarked with what animus the seeds of a fearful strife are engendered  however injurious civilisation & colonisation might be to the natives in populous districts, it is not so here; they have derived an accession of comforts & absolute wealth hitherto from our residence here. It is unjust to overlook the value of the native reserves, under which system it was intended they should participate forever in the original & increased value of the lands. I leave tomorrow for the Pelorus, to explore for a short route to the Wairau, which we hope to obtain possession of when the new Governor arrives. Our cultivators crops again a failure  we were to have been the granary of Australia!!


Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand

FTS-LH10.        Letter dated 7th January 1844 from Frederick Tuckett 
to his brother Francis Tuckett

No. 5                                                                                                 Nelson Jan 7 - 8 1844

My Dear Brother,
                  Health and happiness to you all and may I realise the pleasure of enclosing your equipment thereof before the expiration of this New Year. On the 9th of December I posted letters by mail of Josef Abbeno per Hobart Town, one I also addressed to my dear mother returning bill of exchange, a duplicate of a former one (my own endeavours does not supply the particulars) I now remit a bill on the N. Z. Compy for £200 to order of Messrs  Drewett & Fowler having previously remitted during 1843.

Bills on N. Z. Compy for 96. 2. 8. and 100            196. 2. 8.
and on 1st Mth further bill for                                 215. 0. 0.  two and eightpence
                                                                     £610. 2. 8.  six hundred & ten pounds

which amount will I suppose rather more than cover that of my outfit and all subsequent imports. I have invested £160 in lands since my arrival purchasing a 50 acre section, and altho when I sell finally my portion and such merchandise as remains on hand I shall on account of the scarcity of money not realise half its cost. I hope to gather up enough with salary for this quarter to carry me comfortably back via Van Diemans Land, Australia and the Cape of Good Hope, if I am favoured to enter on and accomplish such proposed journey, I shall make arrangements most probably with Lell & Comp for the sale of any merchandise which then might subsequently have shipped at my request, but shall think myself very fortunate if nothing should arise, as whenever the present increased expenditure of the Compy shall cease or be much contracted, the sale of imports for cash must also immediately cease, and at present can hardly be effected and on most articles only at a great sacrifice. The Wm. Harold is bound for England and has obtained some oils and whale bone for cargo, but is likely to be detained for a long time at Sidney. I propose shipping the box containing the canoe etc for Frank, in that case shall enclose a Bill of Lading and post another addressed to Stayner that he may clear it at the custom house and inform thee of its arrival, but I fear it will be a troublesome and expensive present and one that could have been by this time obtained on better terms in London than even here, also a little more interest becomes attached to a direct importation.
Altho I thus announce my preparatory means for departure I am not yet liberated from my appointment, and was there any reasonable prospect of the difficulties with regards to the possession of the Wairau being specifically removed, I should prefer remaining and delivering the whole of the Lands of the Settlement, the Survey of which has been recently completed. But convinced that the obstacles increase on every hand, and that the arrogant and contumelious spirit which the natives, missionary as well as Heathen, increasingly exhibit, must lead to actual war and only terminate on the conquest of the country by the British Government. I am anxious to be released and willing to sacrifice my interests in house and lands rather than remain in a position in which I cannot act both with my own approbation and that of others, because we are arrived at a state of things in which most men consider it necessary to go about armed.  I have therefore written the last week, a second time pressed on the Resident Agent Mr Fox my claim for a release from my appointment on the grounds that the occasion of the actual hindrances to the completion of the Surveys was not contemplated by either party and that I claimed of the Court of Directors (which was verbally considered by them) a special exemption from bearing arms, training men to the use of them or taking any part with them. Rumours of the hostile intentions of the natives are constantly afloat, and have some foundation, but we are tired of hearing of it, and comparatively indifferent about the subject. The fact is they are agitated by their fears of our retaliating indiscriminately on the race and as such is their practice, no assurance of the contrary can give them confidence. There is no doubt that Raupuahau continues to use all his craft to effect a concerted and united movement against us, but they have been ever a murderous and divided race amongst themselves, and distrust of each other, and also a sense of the importance of our supplies to them has hitherto and will I trust yet under Providence continue to frustrate his designs. The present rumour is that the Waikati Tribe are to destroy Wellington and Raupuahau and his gangs Nelson, making a simultaneous movement, they would succeed here and be beaten at Wellington, our Port is often for weeks without a single vessel, prior to the Harold (a small Brig) the harbour had been long deserted, at Wellington they have at present in harbour more than 20 vessels many of them ships or barques. I conclude that a catastrophe is at hand which will expose forever and explode the folly of considering that Christianity can be expected to operate on the character effectively, otherwise than in concert with the cultivation and expansion of their intellectual powers which the Creator has bestowed on man and which distinguish him from the beast. Do not suffer yourselves to be gulled any longer by fanatics or mountebanks who may rave at Exeter Hall about the Triumph of the Gospel amongst the Heathen. Do these self-glorified actors work, are they instantly in season and out of season?
Along the coast of Blind and Massacre Bays there are about seventeen Pahs or villages, most of the natives at which have been baptised either by the Church or Wesleyan Missionary. No European missionary has ever succeeded at either. Mr Ray the Church missionary has been once to Massacre Bay, the Wesleyan missionaries have I believe never yet been there once, altho their parishioners are the majority. The Plan proposed is to appoint a native preacher and for these to repair hither occasionally to the missionary residence. Not one of the natives can read our language nor understand it, or express himself other than very imperfectly, not one is being instructed therein young or old. Mr Aldred is an exemplary and talented Wesleyan minister, he repairs to the Motueka about once a month, but his exertions are directed mainly to forming European congregations in the Settlement, he is not to blame as an individual, it is the system of the Society to apply it to the present crisis. These missionary natives are restricted by some sense of religious obligation from hostile actions, but the natives who do not profess Christianity are constantly playing on their distrust and fear, considerations of policy, such as to combine with them and exterminate us “before the Queens soldiers arrive”. Had the missionaries educated the natives, considerations of policy would have strengthened those of religion, the knowledge which they ought to have acquired of Geography and History would have kept them at least from all threats of aggression, a good feeling would have been sustained which is now lost, the aggressors only would have been brought to a legalised punishment – But alas now ignorance has made them arrogant and fear has made us cruel and then extermination will be I fear the consequence. In this state of things we have an authorised ordained minister of the Lutheran church, come out here as a missionary, and he is told by the resident missionaries that the ground is all occupied and that they should not approve of his entering on the instruction of the natives. At least the church missionary and Bishop told him so and the Wesleyan, as respects the Motueka and elsewhere, does not encourage or invite him to enter on this barely, nay, tested field. Is not this an instance of “the Theory of a Human Brotherhood” – how it would amaze the Apostle Paul!! It raises my dander  considerably as the Americans say.
I am glad to perceive that this gross prejudice is not unusual, in that interesting publication which I have recently received, the Researches of Dr Buchanan, in India, full acknowledgement is made of the effective Christian ministry and tuition of Danish and German missionaries of the Lutheran Church. Mr Riemenschneider, the German missionary here, is quite alive to the importance of educating an uncivilised people, who can have no literature to transmit and convey instructions, and sees how insufficient and futile is the system adopted in N. Zealand, but in consequence of not being united to cooperate, he proposes returning to Australia or the Cape. I try to advise him to set aside conventional considerations and not to reason with flesh and blood, but to enter on his vocation if he believes himself called to the work of the ministry. Is not this a lengthy digression from Bills of exchange etc etc, I hope it will be made known in England and excite inquiry, it is an unexaggerated faithful representation of the facts.  
Posted by the same mail as letter No. 4 was another addressed to my uncle Arch enclosing sketches of my residence executed by my friend Mr Barnicoat, which I sent in consequence of the request of my dear Aunt, but fear the postage will be heavy, as was the letter. I also wrote to J Clarke of Street in reply to a letter received from him and advised him not to come here, but if resolved to emigrate, to form a community and to find someone to visit the Cape and report on its eligibility. I have no doubt you could obtain from J Backhouse a good introduction for me at the Cape of Good Hope, I mean to some educated as well as good man, altho I should never go there it would not give him much trouble, and might be sent to the Post office until called for, & or to the party, if mentioned in his journal (I have not got it at hand now but will refer to it), at whose house he boarded, or if he is out of England it is of no importance, perhaps G Hellhouse or some other Bristol Merchant may have a correspondent there, in such case taking a letter from a merchant he would not object, at your request, to say that in the event of my arriving there and wanting money on a protracted journey homewards, his correspondent might safely honour my Bill on himself or on Drewett & Fowler for £50 or £100 – I mention this (anticipating only a possibility) this early, communications being so protracted, then can remit a portion, such letter in the event of my ever arriving there, would not have been long secured.  
We expect the Manchester daily from Wellington. The Harold has arrived from Auckland via Wellington, the Governor had not arrived at Sidney. Papers here of the 6th of December we learnt that he had not left, the day of sailing was not advertised, but only the Bangalore had storage for cargo to Auckland, hence it is probable he may have just reached the seat of Government. We do not anticipate any investigation of the Wairau affair on his part until an armed force should arrive from England, for the fact is that the Colonial Government has been always compelled to temperance with the natures of these nominal British subjects feelings, when otherwise they would have been long since extreme, as with such fate they would threaten them as well as us. And I imagine that the true reason why Major Richmond dismissed the force, which as we thought travelled from Hobart Town, so comprehensively, was the fear lest it should be considered by the natives in the North as a declaration of war on the part of the Government and lead them to attack Auckland in her defenceless state, one half of the standing army, vis 50 soldiers having accompanied Richmond to Wellington. When they do support their pretensions I anticipate some great blunder such as sending cavalry instead of Rifles and marines. Gun boats at each settlement and one armed Steamer, at considerable funds to the seat of Government, are requisite, and coal can be unfailingly supplied of good quality for the purpose from Massacre Bay. With the late numbers of the Nelson Examiner I now send a supplement containing a narrative of the Wairau conflict and the occasion of it, the narrative appears to me to be generally essentially true, yet it conveys an statement evidently false in consequence of the suppression of certain preliminary occurrences purposely and avowedly omitted by the composer lest an imputation of impropriety and rashness should thereby be attached to the conduct of the authorities of this Settlement, who led the unwarlike emigrants to the Wairau conflict.
The witness Alfred Dommett, a cousin of the late Mr Young, a man of cultivated mind, fond of light literature, affecting Curiously to be capable of writing interesting articles for a periodical or editing a newspaper. He accompanied Dr Munroe to Auckland, ostensibly as representative of the inhabitants of Nelson, attending the inquiry arising out of the Wairau conflict, but his real object was to receive the appointment of Police Magistrate vacant by the murder of Mr Thompson, in this he was disappointed and hence that narrative of the Wairau affair is only the vehicle of the resentment of another of the disappointed of the N Z Compy’s factions. His regard to truth and justice is just as good as that of his unfortunate friends Pincher, Avery & Young, all three of them much addicted to the cant philosophy of the utilitarian, a Deistical school about their faith in their pretence of good themselves all the while slaves to their Epicurean indulgence of the senses. He came out here, entered on the cultivation of a section in the Waimea, sunk no money, obtained no return and, but that he is a gentleman would be in distress, instead of feeling for fellow emigrants where distress might be irretrievable, he becomes a place hunter, does not warn his countrymen of the change of any rating to a sterile colony, but writes theory and images that somehow or other it will eventually be a good thing. Hence his discrimination of character. Capt England and Mr Patchett were in my judgement the only just men of our departed companions, the others were like most of mankind, men of expediency, their principles pernicious in proportion to their talents. Great allowance is to be made for Capt Wakefield on account of his official position, on this account I respect his memory, altho I am confident the conflict arose of expediency non excuse him, for all I grieve sincerely and am yet inconsolable. Other circumstances not mentioned in the Supplement of the Nelson Examiner, what preceded the Wairau conflict. On the 10th of March 1843 Raupuarau, Rangihaeta and E Heke arrived at Nelson, each chief accompanied by a few of his retainers, Raupuarau with a plurality of wives as attendants, the first interview between the two former and the Police Magistrate, Company agent and Surveyor took place in the house of Dr Wilson, Raupuarau, as customary with him, was invariably his importuning for presents and claimed compensation of the Agent because the burial place of some of his people he pretended had been disturbed, this was conceded to him (I think injudiciously) he wanted rum, but the agent was firm in refusing to give him what he considered was pernicious but promised him tobacco, wine and sugar. The chiefs knew we had already more than once explored the Wairau and were proposing to commence the Survey of it. They came to forbid our doing so and this soon became the subject of discussion. Raupuarau spoke with all the blandness and sincerity of an artful woman, Rangihaeta in the other extreme at once deft, denied us and defied us, and never opened his mouth but it brought forth threats and defiance. They both asserted over and over again that the Wairau was not mentioned nor intended to be included in the sale of lands made by Raupuarau to Col Wakefield, the places which he acknowledged to have sold he enumerated again & again, he proposed to be willing to negotiate the sale but said the cask of Gold must a very big one. Rangihaeta professed to be indifferent about selling it, proposed retaining it, and declared that & if we went there he would be there and drive us off, and that we should not have it until we had killed him. Nothing would please him, he left the house in a great rage, harangued the natives on the beach repeating to them, in the hearing of crowds of people, his threats of killing all who should go to the Wairau. He afterwards met Mr Cotterell, accosted him violently, abused him for having gone to the Wairau and informed him he would kill him if he caught him there. Mr Cotterell, that he might not be mistaken, called a very capable interpreter to explain the speech when this ferocious chief again repeated the threat. Raupuarau subsequently addressed Mr Cotterell a similar threat. With great reluctance we prevailed on Raupuarau to proceed after the talk at Dr Wilson’s house to the Survey office, we wished to show the native Reserves on the Plans and to convince him that we wished to benefit the condition of the Resident natives in each District of the Settlement, he treated it with equal indifference and contempt, would not glance a second time at the Plans, said that our profession of reserving Land for the natives was all gammon, humbug and lies, accompanying this expressive phraseology with fit manipulation, as placing his thumb on the step of his mace pulling down his eyelid & such like approved acts of incivility and derision. He then said in earnest that he had sold us all that land, alluding to the Reserves, that if the Resident natives would not give it up we were to kill them, this he repeated again “kill them kill them”. There was no occasion for us to make the reserves he said the natives could remain, all that land would be ours and thus we had no occasion to go to the Wairau. Then he dropped that subject and began begging again, urging on the agent the casks must be very big ones, then resuming the subject, he said with a most horrid voice, Do not let your people go just yet to the Wairau, and presently afterwards added, but if they do go there shall be no harm. Next morning another interview took place at the Agents house or office, Rangihaeta equally violent and intractable as before. The agent, calm and firm to his purpose, informed them that if he did put his threats in execution and molest or interrupt the surveyors he would take down to the Wairau 300 constables and take him prisoner. They left, Raupuarau effecting great courtesy Rangihaeta sincere but refused with contempt all the presents which were carried out of the Store for him. During the morning walking with Capt England I met Raupuarau and E Heke, when the former addressing the other with the most irony, said to him we must do E Heke as this Tuckett wishes or bids us, or something to that effect, his manner startled my companion, who was very curious to ascertain more certainly what Raupuarau meant, but to me his derision was obvious. They would have left that day but the weather detained them until the 14th. It was very evident that Raupuarau would have sold secretly the Wairau to the Resident Agent, and left us, as in the case of all former purchases of him, to get possession by force. Allusion having been made to Puaha, a resident chief at Port Underwood, the principal of the resident Proprietors of the Wairau, Raupuarau remarked that at present he was nobody only as being after him, he would be his successor and the king. Puaha is the eldest son of Raupuarau’s elder brother Nohoua, and by marriage with the daughter of Tepau, has immense influence with Ngahaura tribe as well as his own. I have seen no native equally cultivated and enlightened. On the 17th of March he arrived at Nelson with his two brothers, he came on the same business as Raupuarau, vis to forbid us to survey or occupy the Wairau. Already acquainted with them having visited them at their Pah, I had a private interview with him in the evening and endeavoured to win his consent to our surveying the Wairau and knowing that he was anxious to possess a schooner, I (being authorised to do so) promised him that he should have one if he would acquiesce in our wishes and acknowledge the purchase of the Wairau as already made by Col Wakefield. Our wishes were also seconded by the influence of the Wesleyan missionaries who confiding in the uprightness of our intentions in regard to native reserves and convinced that the Resident Agent would act with integrity towards the natives and - - -  of an approximate 20 word line only first and last word legible- - - Wellington, decidedly preferred its being annexed to the Settlement of Nelson & Puaha asserted that the alleged sale was a fraud in which they had been deceived and refused the offer. Next morning the three brothers repaired to the house of the Resident Agent, and entered on the discussion. The Agent claimed the Wairau as the Company’s by purchase, explained to the brothers the benefit the Resident natives would gain from the increased value of the Reserved Lands and concluded by inviting Puaha to name all the resident chiefs who had been proprietors of the Wairau, to all of whom he was willing to make liberal presents in token of our friendship in entering on possession and invited him to enumerate the goods which they would prefer. Puaha refused to acknowledge the sale of the Wairau, mentioned many things which he wished to have for the Motueka, stating that he was chief there also and as yet had received nothing, and the resident natives there ought not to have received the utu. To this the Agent very properly replied that the land being already purchased he should only make presents in each district to the resident natives. Puaha kept his temper admirably and we all acknowledged that he was a gentleman, and a dignified one, his brothers became angry and violent showed themselves to be murderous savages. The discussion was protracted each party repeating what had been already urged, till it was acrimonious, Puaha declared the Wairau was not sold and that they wished to retain it, and would not sell it.
The following day a second conference took place and subsequently a third with the same result, and then the three brothers left Nelson. Within 5 weeks from that time the Survey of the Wairau was commenced, three contractors with about 40 labourers commenced operations.
I shall not here comment again on the proceedings. I think you will concur with one in the appraisal that the narrative in the Supplement of the Nelson Examiner is intended to lead to erroneous conclusions.
If it should appear in the newspapers in England, those circumstances which I have enumerated should also be made known, and I have no doubt but that the Aborigines Protection Society would give them publicity.
It is evident that Puaha came here fearing that Raupuarau should have negotiated the sale and pocketed the purchase.
My successor in office Mr Fox has had comparatively little trouble having been compelled to concede every thing to the labourers. I have already informed you what opposition and ill will I had to encounter. With the approbation of the majority of the Proprietors, I had proposed to Col Wakefield to employ the men at piece work instead of day work, at a provision or condition of them cultivating land in order that they might secure themselves if possible a subsistence before the funds to be expended on Public Works should be exhausted. Of this plan he did not approve, but finding that during his brother’s Agency they had worked without inspection, and greatly displeased he requested that in future they should be contracted in one or two large parties and worked under minute inspection, also that no boys should be employed and none of the men of the preliminary expedition. I applied for protection to the Police Magistrate and he was also successfully resisted. On Mr Fox taking office we urged on him to try the men at piece work on condition of their cultivating land, he accepted the Plan, but without the conditions. The quantity of work required of each man for work for 16 or 18, according to his family, was easily accomplished by a good agricultural labourer in a day and a half or two days, but the discontented merchants and towns people were all the week idling reluctant to this the task, boys were put on and all the men of the preliminary expedition, the resistance of course ceased, but not the drunkenness. Mr Fox became comparatively popular, and was greatly eulogised by the Bank manager, who worked to circulate the Company’s money to keep up cash payments. The consequence has been that all labourers broke their engagements and contracts with their employers, left them and absconded and secured employment on the Public works, and notwithstanding the number of men who had left the Settlement, the number employed in another month increased by nearly one half, and the expenditure of course proportionately. One of our Proprietors has left for Taranaki to endeavour to engage labourers, non here being willing to continue with him at 21/- a week. It is this curious lunacy which makes me particularly anxious to leave the settlement, as I foresee that unless the sales of Land should be very considerable the Court of Directors will be abhorred and step in about the expenditures. By the Harold, Mr Fox has no doubt had instructions from Col Wakefield to limit the employment, as a notice was received on Saturday, that after another week no money of the preliminary expenditure would be received for the employment of any boys, and that those who had not cultivated land would be required in future to do a double quantity of work or work all the week. We shall consequently have some trouble again, but I think it is not very formidable as the really industrious emigrants are on our side.
I cannot refrain from again commenting on the main causes of this most lamentable state of things, vis the selection of emigrants by paid agents in populous towns, I am sorry to inform you that cultivation is in the majority of cases very much a total one, for £100 expended on loaves my crop will not yield £10.
We have no rain save one hail storm for 6 weeks, all our vegetables have been consumed by caterpillars, and we are now cutting down to the ground our beans and peas which had podded and been eaten up in hope of a second growth if we should have rain, even the potatoe leaves are eaten up, in fact every exotic. Whilst I draw so damaging a picture I am bound to acknowledge that as however the ground (otherwise as stands) has been thus managed, the crops of grain wheat especially are excellent, at the scale of 5 or 6 bushels an acre, hence it is evident that here stock keeping must precede tillage. With dear love to my mother, brothers, sisters and all our relatives, believe me to remain
                                                     thy affectionate brother
                                                                                          Frederick Tuckett.


The Nelson Examiner of December 16 contained a statistical statement of the present problem of this Settlement which will instruct you, it is an abstract of one containing minute details prepared by request from the Government.
I have received thy very welcome letter, and again rejoice that amidst the many vicissitudes of this chequered life your lot is still prosperous & almost unclouded. Unlike that of my friend J Walker who writes to me in the depths of affliction, that the angel of Death has entered his dwelling and secured his beloved wife and three children, and that sorrow is now his daily bread. I have a letter from my friend Collins, also from Watt’s father. The Himalaya arrived here on the 11th having made land at Taranaki and landed emigrants and 10 settlers there, she staid there 10 days, those on board disappointed with the appearance of that Settlement and express disappointment with this, she brings 20 adults & 17 children in the cabin, how many for this place I have not as yet heard, but a Mr Martin of Tewksbury and Freeman of Gloucester are spoken of as men of the right stamp, that is agriculturists with some capital.

The case on board not yet landed – All whom you know anything of are in usual health except Mr Stephens who is again in a low depressed state over or to it, I think he will rally with change of air and succeed to my appointment next month. I hope to write to them almost immediately.  
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FTS-LH11.       Letter dated 10th February 1844 from Frederick Tuckett 
to his mother Elizabeth Tuckett 

No 7                                                                                          Nelson February 10th 1844

My dear Mother
Capt Fitzroy the new Governor arrived here on the 6th in the North Star Schooner: he discovered all the problems from the missionaries of the Place who registered approval of the warrant issued against Rauparaha & Rhangihaeata, the others required he dismissed the acting Police magistrate on account of his dereliction of Action. – He appears to be of a religious and conscientious temperament, uniting with much integrity far too much seriousness and arrogance, he is evidently easily led into strong prejudices, in such will involve him in fierce enmities, his will an anxious desire to do his duty, which perhaps prevents him from doing it easily, and without constant effort must be very wearing, he evidently screws himself up to an unnatural calmness, which only aggravates the supposed suffering of the mind, many a sleepless night I should think he had already past, he may go wan and atrabilious, and in mind or body I anticipate he will soon sink probably to a monomaniac. His principles of character appear very limited, or in other words he is certainly deficient in a knowledge of human nature. He here attributed to the community sentiments which he abhorred himself and which may have been avowed to individuals made cruel by fear, but which is no criterion of the Public mind, and where no self malice was offered, insists in justification for receiving it with an air of appeased dignity without any expression of regret for having supposed himself hastily to entertaining a so injurious judgement. He does not want any magistrates other than the P. magistrate as government official, but he has appointed none, his notions are too absolute for the times or the people and ones he considers very public he is determined to govern with a high hand, but the Maoris only as they and circumstances will permit. He returns to Wellington to settle the Land claims, promising to pay the natives if Col W. will not, and withhold the Titles (so far cancelled) but he has yet to learn how unreliable is the covetousness of the Maori. He calls at Kapiti by the way to have an interview with Raupauha with whom the present Bishop Selwyn is said recently to have shaken hands with him even pretending to have absolved him. I wish chiefly to inform thee that I resign on the 24th my appointment here to Mr Stephens and that I have been strongly pressed by Col W. to accept the appointment of Agent & Surveyor for the Scotch Settlement until Rennies arrival, he proposes offering me both salaries also, I have replied declining the engagement unless I may be allowed to select the site of the Settlement after examining the coast & country from Banks Peninsular to Milford Haven, and to prefer in the choice the quality of the Land to that of the Port, the contrary proceeding here, having entailed disappointment and distress on the emigrant community present & future. If he meets with my wishes, which I hardly expect and am very indifferent about, I shall write again to inform you, if he has not I shall probably leave towards the end of March for Hobart Town or Sidney and write again from thence. I send newspapers to this date one contains the letter signed Alpha from Wanganui, another a Wellington paper the statistics of the different Settlements, observe that of Wanganui and inform the British public. The Governor says that the Directors are still ignorant of the character of the country having been deceived by their Agents. I do not believe it, but they may have deceived him. Capt W’s offered description of the Land in the various districts, is a very fine statement, and I have no doubt has been received by them. Wages are reduced from this day, and the Governor cautions the labourer men not to repeat their riotous conduct or they would be in trouble, and if the local officers were not sufficient to quell their insubordination he would send to Sidney for 600 men. I cannot but feel that we have been gravely neglected in that knowing of the difficulties which surround us he did not bring with him from Sidney a preventative force, so he pleaded that his instructions forbade him doing so, if so the Home Government is to blame for not having given him a discretionary power. On the 25th inst I posted a letter addressed to thee containing a Bill of exchange on N Z Comp for £200, a bill of Lading of a Box, freight paid here (containing a canoe) shipped by the Mandarin bound to Valparaiso & thence to London, Liverpool or Swansea with coffee. At same date letter to Henry ?Oliver containing a general Plan of Survey for N Z Comp for favour of Mr Staynor.
                           In great haste I must conclude with
                              Dear love thy affectionate son
                                               Fredrick Tuckett.

About a 100 emigrants it is reported will leave by different vessels in port for Australia & Valparaiso, chiefly mechanics, good riddance ― altho we paid to bring them here.
 
I have already submitted Bills to the amount of £610. 2. 8. and am about to remit another on the N Z Comp for 200.  


March 25th,
I have had no opportunity of forwarding this letter and add this postscript to say that I have written two others, one enclosing the 1st of a Bill of Exchange for £200 of the Nelson Bank – the other the 2nd of same. The Theresa is in Port, my goods not yet landed, market glutted at this moment of consignments at the same time of dressed and soles leather from Hobart Town and Sidney, the former heavy calfskin sold by auction last week at 1/6d per lb, it will therefore not pay to import any more. I have chartered the Deborah, a first rate schooner of 120 Tons to explore this island from Banks Peninsular to Milford Haven, being appointed Agent for New Edinburgh until Mr Rennies arrival, with authority to select the site. Messrs Barnicoat & Davison are my assist. surveyors. Dr Munroe and Mr Wohlers, a Lutheran missionary, accompany me as my friends, also ?two others of Hampshire and I call at Wellington for Mr Symonds, who will represent the Government, authorise the assignation of the Land from the natives, and act as Police magistrate at the future settlement.   
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FTS-LH12.          Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                    dated 20th March 1844.

Nelson March 20th 1844.

My dear Brother
                          I enclose the second of a Bill of Exchange on & of the Union Bank of Australia payable to thy order amount £200.0.0 Two hundred Pounds which Mr MacDonald will forward with their correspondence, the First of the same I enclose in a letter to our dear mother which I will carry with me from here and post it at Wellington, where I propose calling on my way South to select the site of the Settlement of New Edinburgh. I have chartered an excellent schooner, which arrived here opportunely, of 120 Tons, kept in beautiful trim and sailed by the owner an intelligent respectable man who has himself surveyed several Harbours in the northern Isle N Zealand and takes pleasure in pursuit of, Capt Wing of the Deborah. I have exceeded my estimate at the outset in taking a vessel three times as large as was absolutely necessary, had there been a smaller craft fit for the service, and in the hands of a decent skipper, but I will still proceed by Providence to make her earn it and conduct this enterprise to the advantage and satisfaction of my employers. If there is a good locale for a settlement in this Island I mean to have it.
I call at Wellington to invite Mr Symonds to accompany me, his instructions are to aid and authorise my acquiring the Land of the Natives with their consent, he is the brother of the late Capt Symonds, known to Dr Deiffenbach, one much esteemed by all who knew him and his brother is well spoken of, this concurrence and aid of the Government is a new and delightful feature in the colonisation of New Zealand, and greatly recommends the new Settlement.
I have written at great length so recently and am so pressed for time that I cannot enlarge. The Governor has arrived at Wellington and I have my letters and the Invoice, am much obliged to thee for the selection of goods which would notwithstanding the want of money here have paid well was I at leave to be the salesman, as it is I must trust them to some one else which is not very satisfactory.
Give my dear love to Mariana & the children, my Mother and all the family and accept the same from thy affectionate brother
            in great haste                             Frederick Tuckett

Kind remembrance to J Baker and his wife, the Jacksons, Frys & other friends.
You must not expect to hear from me for 10 weeks or three months unless I fall in with a whaler homeward bound.
I feel so confident of success (in the object of my ambition) that I also feel quite up to maintaining and suiting a wife, what a pity it is that desirable damsels in England have not comparative enterprise. 
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FTS-LH13.          Extracts from letters written by Frederick Tuckett
                                                16th to 26th March 1844

Extracts from Letters from Frederick Tuckett dated Nelson, New Zealand – 3mo 16 to 26th of the same 1844.

Resigned his office of chief surveyor at Nelson on the 24th 2mo 1844, J Stephens (of Bridport -------) appointed his successor (at reduced salary (£300 the amt. of his former salary as first assistant) on acct. of the duties of the office being much lessened, & now almost suspended] Upwards of seventy emigrants left Nelson per the Mandarin & Christiana for Valparaiso etc. (Fk) fears they will not improve their prospects, but is glad they have gone because they came out with extravagant expectations & were discontented etc. The poor emigrants sent out appear to have been very injudiciously selected; there were very few of them who are disposed to work industriously for 21/- per week. In the majority of cases the occupation of Land has been nominal & a complete evasion of the intention – We have gained experience, & now know what lands are best worth cultivating & every facility is given to the Agent for the emigrants to acquire land and to exchange it if it does not suit them, for which they pay nothing but are paid by us to cultivate for themselves – to this the proprietors for the most part submit cheerfully, such is the extent of the evil & the dire necessity produced by the New Zealand Compy in having inundated with labourers a settlement which affords neither capital nor employers: but the proprietors do not the less feel that they paid 30/- pr acre for land under very different expectations. A person is now employed to inspect the progress of cultivation as a check upon the labourers & from him before I leave I shall obtain some practical information for this season. In a Wellington newspaper sent you will observe particularly the statistics of Wanganui and remembering only a tithe of what has been printed in the New Zealand Journal (pub in London & sent out to him) of its prospects you will wonder at the effrontery of men – It almost enrages me to read that lying journal, especially the batch last received. . . . Had our expectations been realised in respect to the fertility of the soil we should care little for these grievances – Because of this disappointment I declined the offer of the offices of Agent & Chief Surveyor of the Settlement of New Edinburgh unless empowered to select the site of the settlement. (In reference to the Governors investigation of & decision respect of the Wairau affair [see Times 19th & Morng Cronicle 20/9mo] Fk says) “a very just decision in my opinion”, bid one that the parties in question will be apt to impute only to his fear of their powers – From a state of leisure which I was enjoying, I am suddenly involved in the cares & responsibilities of office – the return of J. D. Bell today from Wellington brings me letters from Colonel Wakefield accepting my terms & appointing me Agent and also Chief surveyor for New Edinburgh (pending Mr Rennie’s arrival) with full powers to select the site of the settlement pressed for time writes hastily – The Governors schooner has arrived at Wellington – acknowledges my acceptable letters from his brothers P. & F’s – also an assortment of Leather & Iron goods which would (notwithstanding the state of things there) have proved profitable (could he attend to their sale) but now he must risk them in other hands – he thinks of employing S. Strong (from Frome) who speaks of the Smiths as his friends – he did not however bring out any introduction to me but he appears a close, saving, cautious man. I should have had full confidence in Fell & Company but they have not leisure nor room. S. Strong has become my tenant of the premises injudiciously erected by the late J. Cotterell on a company’s town acre, which subsequently became mine, & the building drops into my possession in consequence of the ground rent due not having been paid – I relet the building for less than the ground rent. The remains of various consignments made to Cotterell left on the premises by his partner or agent Burt, of which an inventory has been made jointly by Strong, Burt, Saunders & myself, are estimated at about £30 in value. The principle creditors are Warners of London, Beale of Cork (at the recommendation of J. Clarke), C & J. Clarke, & T. Rake – I understand the Invoices amount to nearly £1000 – what has become of the property is a mystery which cannot easily solved: there is not enough I believe to satisfy the Creditors here: the house (here) & a small one in the Waimea & a cutter & boat which he built are about the only visible effects: his 50 acre section he sold to raise money – A letter was found amongst his papers appt’g Saunders & myself executers in the event of his decease – had I leisure I would not have acted on acct of the irremediable confusion & obscurity of his affairs, and the responsibility that would attach to an executer in a place where no jury has as yet been empanelled – any legal ------ obtained must be an administration of intestate estates. A. Saunders as a friend of the family has kindly taken care of such papers as could be found; and as I have mentioned in a former letters I have his watch & breastpin which I only wait a suitable opportunity to send to his father. I think the certificates of selected & unselected sections for various parties for whom he acted are all safe with the other papers: Some of these parties as J. D. Bassett, to whom I recommended him, might reasonably look to my attending to their interests, it is however impossible, I have not had time to set my own private affairs in order – I have only this day been mentioning to J. Greaves, solicitor, that I wish him to act immediately for my brothers as my representative in the event of my death, & I will endeavour to give him a brief statement of my property & effects here before starting on my new interesting but adventurous engagement – I am out of debt & have realised something – I have received one quarterly rent from your bricklayer tenant of the town acre – from the other tenant nothing, & the bricklayer gives up his lease! as I have expended £50 in fencing, clearing & planting a portion, you must consider the property improved by the amt of rent I have received: I shall not attempt to let any more land unless to farmers who have capital to build & buy: The Cotter system only makes present & future work for Lawyers – I leave property here with Henrys ---- to look after if I am cut off – do not be anxious after me or suppose that I have any presentiment of a termination of my probability here, or that I am going to be exposed to more than the ordinary casualties of this life – I have enlarged on this subject in Connection with the confusion of Cotterells affairs from feeling with regret that my own are not under that nice arrangement which ought to be adopted; and hence really feel that I must forego the desire & advantage of making money by trading here its incompatible with my other engagements & increasing my anxieties – events subsequent to the Wairau have been a little too much for me, aggravated thro envy & ill will & I have not yet quite recovered my former nerve. I entertain a cheerful hope & strong desire to revisit my home and see my dear Mother once more – I hope & believe I shall be favoured thro the all sufficiency of Gods protecting hand to accomplice this; and thou mayst rely on it, no honors or praises will induce me to extend the engagement on which I have entered beyond the parameters specified, that is, acting until Mr Rennie’s arrival.
Remember me very kindly to J. Rake, the Frys, & S. O. Jackson & all my friends – S. O. Jackson practices friendship even in trade, as his Invoices prove – I shall carry this to Wellington & post it there where I shall call on my way south – I have chartered an excellent schooner of 120 tons (the Deborah, Captain Wing) kept in beautiful trim & sailed by the owner who has himself surveyed several harbours in N. I. & takes pleasure in the pursuit – altho I have exceeded my outfit, if she is preserved by Providence, I will make this expedition earn its cash & I will conduct this enterprise to the advantage & satisfaction of my employers.   
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FTS-LH14.       Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis    dated 14th June 1844.
    Otago June 14 – 1844
My dear Brother
                          I arrived here on my return from Foveaux Straits on the 11th having landed at Molineux Bay and devoted ten days to a further examination of the District which I (am) most inclined to select for New Edinburgh, the result is the entire confirmation of my preference. I find it easy of access inland with much navigable water – could I have entered the River Matau and landed cargo I would not have formed the Town at this Harbour, which is an expensive site with many difficulties to contend with. The River Matau has 5 fathoms water within the Bar, but the current of fresh water, in entering over the bar, can only be stemmed by aid of steam, power coal is close at hand, a vishual section of the bed presents at the seashore a cliff 20ft above sand of solid coal, how much below I know not. The land is well adapted for tillage or grazing and generally Timber and wood and water are quite convenient. I have not only acquitted myself of the responsible duty entrusted to me as regards the selection of a site to my own entire satisfaction and with confidence that it will be to the satisfaction of them whose interests have been hazarded on my judgement, but I have found what I had despaired of in New Zealand, an extensive field for colonisation such as I expected to find when I left England, and scarcely inferior in respect of natural advantages. I have not yet effected the purchase but the Maoris are gathering for the treaty, and in the interim with their consent I landed cargo and discharge the Deborah tomorrow. I have not spared exertion on this expedition and have encountered some severe exposure to wet and cold almost with present impunity, but no doubt driving as my companion Dr Munroe says many nails into ones coffin.
I am confident that the real value of serious or preliminary surveys and exploring of a new country is not to be estimated at home and never will be paid for according to its true value, in its effects on the average character of the lives of those who are thus engaged. I should like to lead the Board of Directors, this month thro a swamp in the Town or Molineux Plain, still I admit it is my hobby and now the adventure is completed the sooner Mr Rennie arrives the better, as I am no office seeker and the ordinary duties of office, and its petty troubles with knaves and fools are very distasteful to me. Already adventurers are coming in before the Land is purchased, the first arrival brought me thy acceptable letter of 11mo 6, by the Theresa forwarded by Mr Greaves. Another sail has just entered and my boat is gone to enquire for letters, we are very anxious to hear what the Government and Company determine on receipt of the intelligence of the Wairau, but relatives and friends excepted, it will no doubt be read and forgotten, a small community always thinking of themselves greatly exaggerate the importance to the world of their affairs. What should we feel on intelligence of a four score of fellow creatures or countrymen having been killed at Kamschatka, it is all paid for directly or indirectly, as in India or China, and does not interest the public mind. I was very sorry to hear of the sickness at Minend and truly hope that Helen and the children are again in sound health and neither likely to encounter fresh troubles and vicissitudes. G Davy’s recent affliction is another of the many instances of the inevitable contingences of human life which help to reconcile one to the imaginary third solitude of celibacy.
I have not time to write at length.
Our acquaintance, Mr Wiltshire resides at Molineux under the protection of a Maori woman, he has been there about five years without any remuneration from his employers and enjoying few comforts. I do not blame him for the connection with the maori woman, it is the only course which will secure the Europeans, where they are few in numbers, from molestation and exaction – but I mention it remembering that this swain and a young cousin of mine once found they were indispensable to each others happiness, they are doubtless both old enough to know better now. Wiltshire was very kind and attentive to me and very anxious for the establishment of the Settlement there, he has not I fear been preserved from, considerable deterioration in mind or dolour’s, he has an exaggerated style of speech which renders any information gathered from him of very dubious value. I must not however be too critical or you will pay me off when I return as I hope to do, at least for maori eccentricities such as smoking a short stump of a pipe at any hour in the day and helping myself to sugar, joints of Fowl etc. with my hands as being more convenient and pleasant to use than spoons or knives & forks.
          With dear love to my mother, brothers, sisters and the children believe me thy affectionate brother
                                                                                                    Frederick Tuckett
I send a tracing of the sketch of the District I have solicited.
I hope to write again shortly very soon.
I have here letters from J Beard, he has obtained his freedom and hopes to obtain membership in your Religious Society, he dwells with a friend Knapp and intends to commence business as a Tanner, he appears not to have received either of my last letters to him. I should think the present hauliers of Davis Long & Co a very suitable team to depend on behalf of J B to their sympathies or prayers. 
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FTS-LH15.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                    dated 6th January 1845.

Wellington. January 6th 1845.

My dear Brother
                          I arrived here on the 24th, two days from Otakou, released from my post as agent & Surveyor there, by request, considering that there was no probability of the Scotch emigrants leaving England until after the intelligence of the purchase having been satisfactorily effected should have been received. I have not had a merry Xmas, either from inadventures or misunderstanding the N Z Compy’s accountant desired and required many explanations respecting the accounts, which were all matter of form, had all been explained to the Principal Agent and approved of, and the account book and all other Property delivered by me to the Party appointed to receive them at Otakou, consequently I could not have satisfied the accountant if I had been willing to acknowledge myself responsible to him.
Whether they wished to protract the affair fearing I might require immediate payment, which was not convenient, or whether either party wished to annoy me I cannot judge, but notwithstanding my indulging somewhat an unrestricted temper, my case was in fact so good that on my pressing for an arbitration, my claim was acknowledged and my wishes met fully by the Accountant and courteously by the Colonel.
As the result I enclose an acknowledgement of the sum of £300, three hundred Pounds, being due to me, which the Court of Directors are requested to pay to me or my agents, therefore as you hold a power of attorney to act for me, you can doubtless secure this amount.
Since I arrived Mr Bell has come from Nelson by whom Mr Greaves has sent me the letters which had accumulated at Nelson during my absence at Otakou (the accounts from Nelson are encouraging). The last letter from Raymond, the very critical state of our dear Mothers health, noteworthily the apparent mitigation of the more alarming symptoms, makes me hesitate what course to pursue, whether to return direct or avail myself of the proximity to other important fields of colonisation to examine into their comparative advantages. I shall await the arrival of the Caledonia and be guided by the accounts which I hope then to receive.
A private yatcht (sic) the Albatross sails in a few days from here, and the gentleman owner would perhaps give me a passage for the sake of company but it is indispensible that I should return to and remain at Nelson for a month to settle my affairs there and endeavour to dispose of the goods imported by the Germans. The packet of introductions are most valuable, for which I am especially obliged to thy kind forethought and exertions to procure them as well as to the donors, when opportunity offers please to communicate my thanks & kind remembrance to my cousins at Falmouth & to my friend Dr Hodgkin & others. I do not expect to use the South American introductions on the homeward journey, but I may yet outward bound some future day. 
I intend writing at more leisure from Nelson and wind permitting I sail to day in the Star of China, at present I incline to proceed from Nelson to Hobart town, Launceston (& intervening country) then to port Philip, Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney, Cape of Good Hope, I may however be induced to look at the Waipa Plains and Kaipara district, so highly praised by Deiffenbach, before I leave New Zealand, but I grudge the time and am impatient for home.
You may with confidence promote emigration to New Edinburgh – provided the N Z Comp will abandon their absurd system of disposing of land, and sell order land for an allotment, to be selected on arrival in the colony first come first choice. With dear love to my mother my brothers & sisters and the bairns, accept the same from thy affectionate brother Frederick Tuckett.     
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FTS-LH16.        Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 13th January 1845.

Nelson January 13 – 1845.

 
My dear Brother
                          On the 7th inst I posted at Wellington the original order on the N Z Compy for the balance of acct as stated and enclosed therewith the Accountants statement of account, of which also I have a duplicate but consider it unnecessary to augment the postage by enclosing it on this occasion.
As you possess jointly with my brother Philip a form of attorney to act as my agents and as I do not contemplate leaving for a month or two, or returning to England direct, you will please to obtain for me the amount due as specified £300, Three hundred Pounds.
                                                                           
                                                                                       Your affectionate brother
                                                                                                                Frederick Tuckett

PS. I arrived here on the 7th inst. The state of the Settlement is satisfactory, the crops are for the most part good, and if the facilities of buying or rather disposing of Land was unfettered by transaction, which may have happened at London, all who are disposed to be industrious might obtain good land, and the labourers obtain entire independence.
I shall write more at length in the course of a fortnight, I have deferred doing so waiting daily the arrival of the Caledonia.   
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FTS-LH17.        Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 18th January 1845.
 
Nelson January 18th 1845.

My dear Brother
                          I left Otakou on the 22nd ult. arrived at Wellington on the 24th, wrote to thee from thence posting on the 6th inst a letter containing a statement of acct with the N Z Comp and a second from the Principal Agent of the N Z Compy for £300 three hundred Pounds to be paid to self or agent. I left Wellington on the 8th arrived at Nelson on the 11th and on the 13th posted a letter to thee enclosing a duplicate of the fore mentioned order for £300 – sent by the mail made up for a vessel which sailed on the 14th inst for Sidney. I now enclose a Bill on the Union Bank Australia for £200 two hundred Pounds, which will be probably sent via Hobart town. Mr J D Bell arrived at Wellington during my stay so by whom Mr Greaves forwarded the letters which he had received for me at Nelson during my absence, thus I am in possession of thy acceptable and interesting letter of January 24th and Alfreds dated March 30th for Raymonds, the intelligence of the very critical state of our dear Mothers health and the insolvency or suspicion of the Company make me very anxious for the receipt of more recent letters. Some of my acquaintances here are in possession of letters from their friends to the middle of June. Mr Jollie informs Mr Greaves that he is advised that his mother has accepted the Bill for £213.0.0, but I do not consider it prudent to give up the mortgage until I am advised of the payment by you or Drewett & Fowler. I am occupying Mr Jollie’s Town house, he resides on his 50 acre section with (out) of the Town at the extremity of the District about 4 miles from the Maori Pa Wakapauaka. I am sorry to state that a chief of the Pa named Paramatta accompanied by a few of his cookies and some stranger Maoris, last week made an hostile incursion into our territory threatening Mr Jollie and his neighbours with destruction of their houses and crops if their demand for money should not be satisfied on their next visit this week.      
During my absence at Otakou Mr Spain the commissioner of Land claims accompanied by Clarke the protector of aborigines has visited Nelson, and altho he expressed his conviction that the land had been fairly acquired and already fully paid for he deferred to the wishes of the Protector and approved of some further payment being made in the hope of satisfying the insatiable Maoris. This villain chief Paramatta received the money, I am informed £300, and naming the lands seriatim said now they are yours specifically mentioning these in particular occupied by Mr Jollie and his neighbours, this liberality uniformly is regarded as a symptom of fear by the Maoris and only provokes renewed attempts at extortion and so incites their rapacity. Governor Fitzroy appears imbecile subservient to all their caprices and has rendered his government powerless by losing the Revenue which was obtained from the customs, the Maori chiefs having learnt that the levying of such taxes prevented vessels from visiting their Ports as formerly, in the course of this year (inevitable by the presence of another comet) you may expect to hear of the Maoris having resumed sovereignty, nominally as well as in fact, and the next act will be I suppose the conquest of New Zealand by a military governor. The state of the settlement is I think more satisfactory than could have been anticipated considering the confirmed habits of indolence and intemperance which so many of the labourers had indulged in during the continuance of the New Zealand Company’s Poor law distribution of the 30/- per acre, the expenditure of which was so foolishly entrusted to them, the exertions of the men, when necessitated to provide for themselves, have been unusually successful in consequence of abundant rain in the last three months of 1844, it is now hot and dry and the harvest is half over, but there is no corn mill ready to grind the grain which the people are impatient to eat. A mill has been built by a company, consequently badly managed, the machinery sent from Sidney is incomplete and they cannot work for this two months at the least (probably a Sidney trick to keep up the price of flour in the market). 
I have in former letters remarked how much better our funds might have been spent in providing wells etc. etc, for which we have not capital, instead of transporting and maintaining here discontented and incapable mechanics and tradesmen, the majority of whom have left or will leave the settlement. The number of labourers whose crops are insufficient for their subsistence until the next crop is greater than can be employed for want of capital in the Settlement, the knowledge of this is a cause of anxiety to all who are not reckless or theory settlers. I believe the Governor has instructions from Lord Stanley to afford employment to the destitute and I hope he may have honesty enough to be willing to do this in the Settlement, where they prefer remaining, instead of an aspect of retaliation and malice requiring them as a condition to remove to Wellington or Auckland where, from the numbers of the aboriginal population, the further progress of colonisation must inevitably end in war. If the Governor and Bishop were consistent in their professions of Philanthropy and Humanity they would endeavour to direct colonisation to the south of this island because it is an eligible field for British enterprise and industry and almost uninhabited.
In the last twelve months I have on various occasions called the attention of the Principal Agent, and of owners of the Properties, to the importance of completing the delivery of the Lands sold by allowing the Proprietors or their agents to select a section or sections of accommodation Lands in lieu of Rural Lands.
1st day of selection. I would offer to the Proprietors in the order of their claim for Rural
                                sections. One accommodation section.
2nd day        “           two accommodation sections.
3rd day         “          three accommodation sections.
4th day         “          the land surveyed for Rural Sections adjoining the Waimea
                               & Motueke Districts.
The N Z Compy not to select from the unsold lands, thus the actual proprietor  of Lands sold would have as good an average claim or better than if the original scale was maintained and the population would be consortia led, and the N Z Compy would have in a block the land surveyed at Massacre Bay and the Wairau, while abandoning the absurd original scheme of sale, they might readily sell in quantities of 500 to 5000 acres to communities of actual emigrants German or British, paying for the land in London and selecting on arrival. Massacre Bay, where the bulk of the Land is really good, might become a place of refuge for the settlers of Taranaki & Wanganui, who will in all probability be removed by the Government or the Maori in the course of this year. Differing as I have in judgement so utterly with my employers I am necessarily hateful to those numerous parasites who hide the truth or think to please their Patrons by believing and publishing a lie, but I hope there are some Proprietors, if not Devotees of the N Z Compy, who will judge a man by his plans and acts rather than by his manner especially when our interests are truly identical.
The evil of the system present has been much complicated by connecting the Settlements thro the machinery of a Principal and subordinate agents when each settlement was a distinct transaction involving distinct obligations which ought to have been honestly fulfilled without regards to any previous existing interests of other settlements.
The Bills of the Principal Agent of the N Z Compy made payable and endorsed by me whilst acting agent in this settlement have been returned and I have been required to pay an amount of money £4000 here at Wellington, but the manager at Wellington informs me that the Bank have completed Debentures to cover the amount of the dishonoured Bills. However there are no intelligences of Bills drawn in my favour for salary having been dishonoured whilst other individuals are appraised of such result to their great inconvenience, these circumstances, as well as the improbability of your omitting sending to write to me under circumstances when your explanation and advice might have been so important and valuable induce me to suspect that your letters have been stopped here or in England, that this fraud has been most extensively practiced here I cannot doubt, whether for the sake of the dispenses paid on each letter or on account of the opinions of the writer I cannot decided. There is an excellent man in this settlement of the name of Campbell who devotes all his leisure to the education of the children of labourers, he desires to steer clear of inculcating any sectarian partiality and accompanies the school occasionally to each place of worship. The Episcopal Minister Reay, with a bigotry and fanaticism worthy of the inquisition, insults him in church by denouncing him as leading the children to perdition. The schools are conducted on the British & Foreign schools system, if you could send him out another smaller supply of material you may be assured of his making a judicious and economical use thereof. There is a life of Luther published by the Society of useful Knowledge – and another which perhaps is less historical but more biographical, the latter published I think at Glasgow in two or three little volumes, duo divine, our dear mother has it and I wish she would send several copies of it, also the cheap edition of Diamond principles of modesty, Buchannan’s researches in India, and any work of this stamp, for Mr Campbells “labourers library”, he has over two large schools in the country. The Papists are proselytising here, there is a fine family of that church named Redmond, the father a respectable yeoman, the daughters numerous, marriageable and alluring, regular Houris, the eldest has enslaved poor Mr Greaves who from being as far as he knew before a Unitarian is now turned Papist, and the case is so hopeless that he cannot eat Pork fare on a Friday nor will the lady, who boasts that she never entered a Protestant place of worship, allow any one but a Papist priest to conduct the ceremony of marriage which they regard as sacrosanct, they wait the arrival of the French Bishop to seal the slavery. W Budge on the point of leaving with all the ex surveyors, Pelichet, Musgrave, Wilkinson, Moline, Torlesse, Boys etc, fell in love at the last minute with the daughter of a gardener named Macdonald, decent people the girl young and a very nice lassie, a Roman catholic but not fanatical, she is quite good enough for him and I hope he will be a kind husband, he is of a positively discontented peevish temper. J M Hill is going to marry another young scotch girl, a most industrious creature who can dig, tend cattle and row in a boat, it is considered here that if he attends to the indoor work and she to the outdoor that she will be able to support him. Several others whom you do not know have also married, as their circumstances became desperate, feeling the want of sympathy. I may confess that I have often felt impelled to the same foolishness and should certainly ere this have married some one or other whom you (would) have considered inadvisable, if I had not cherished a strong desire to visit home once more a welcomed guest. I only wait the receipt of letters from you to decide on my homeward route, if it appears desirable of course I will return direct, otherwise I should like to have an opportunity of informing myself of the comparative advantages of Van Diemans Land, Melbourne, Adelaide and the Cape Colony. I am much obliged to thee and other kind friends for the valuable interesting letters received, with kind remembrance to them & my love to my mother, my brothers, sisters and the children. believe me thy affectionate brother
                                                                                                                Frederick Tuckett

Here the residents are in great nervousness & in fear again of the Maoris, who are turning some of the settlers off and ill using them. I have written to Dr Hodgkin a long letter which it may be interesting to you to peruse, and also sent him two last Nelson Papers, in one of which is noticed the dreadful outrage perpetuated on friends at Wanganui, which is on the authority of a letter received by me on the 18th from F D Bell then at Wellington.
I received here a letter dated Sydney May 29th from a son of J Rutter, who appears to have arrived there by the Euphrates as 2nd mate, and forming an imprudent marriage with a young woman, one of the passengers, had involved her and himself in great distress. It is not probable that they yet remain there but I took immediate steps to have their situation ascertained and temporary assistance afforded, if necessary and when I arrive at Sidney I shall make further enquiries.
The Caledonia is arrived at Wellington with mail for Nelson said to be delivered by the schooner on the 18th. I was much disappointed not to receive any letters and expect as there may not be after the departure of the 2 vessels which arrived here on the 18th from Wellington, any other opportunity of proceeding to Australia until their next trip about 2 months hence. In expectation of more passengers having a pair for me I shall wait yet a while. The report of the Committee of Parliament seems favourable but it is too late and the country is now rich enough to conduce people to remain to be bothered once more by the Maoris and lectured and taxed by a capricious sombre Governor.
                                                                                             F. T.

I fear I shall have to reship the sole leathers for England as the least loss in disposing of it, there is no money here and inferior leather manufacture in Australia is very low and works up and wears out readily, I must try to sell the bulk such at Hobart Town.  
 




Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand


FTS-LH18.        Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 28th January 1845.

 Nelson January 28 – 1845.

My dear Brother
                          I have just posted one letter enclosing Bill on Union Bank of Australia for £200, and since then on the 26 inst the Slains Castle arrived after an exceedingly short passage. I am again disappointed at not receiving any letters excepting a querulous one from Theo Rake. By the Caledonia my friend Mr Greaves received thy letter informing that the bill drawn by Mr Jollie on his mother had been paid, that you had received my letter of January 1844 and had written me at the Cape according to my request. Since then you ought to have my subsequent letters which would have induced you to renew correspondence with me here.
I am uneasy about the remittances which I have made, for the most part as yet unacknowledged, I subjoin a statement respecting them, which does not I think include all. I have not been able to satisfy myself yet on this point, but of these here specified I hold Bills in triplicate excepting of the recent order on the N Z Compy of which I have no triplicate. I am preparing to leave but now I hardly like to move on unless more letters arrive shortly and removes my anxiety. I shall probably visit Adelaide, Melbourne, and Van Diemans land and return here, it is impossible at present to sell the Leather or bolts and rather than leave them to the usual fate of goods consigned, I would reship them if the Raymond calls by here, addressed to the care of Stayson, but I do not expect this opportunity will be offered me lest my letters are liable to be (on) the Graham. I address this to our friend Joseph Rakes with kind remembrances to him & his wife – parties in Nelson have now replies to letters written by them here last June.
with dear love to thee & the family I remain in great haste
                                                                 thy affectionate brother Frederick Tuckett


Letter No 1. posted 9mo 24 – 1843 enclosing Bill of Exchange              L.   S.   D
                    for £215 on Mr Jollie.                                                         215   -     -
Letter No 2. posted 10mo 8 – 1843 enclosing duplicate.
   do   No 3.     do    10mo 12 on arrival of Ursula.
          No 4      do    12 – 9 containing Bill of exchange.
          No 5 no record ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
sent    No 6 1mo 23 1844. bill of exchange on N Z Compy for salary.  200    -    -
by favour of Mr Hauroyd with Plan of survey to Secretary of N Z Compy.
          No 7 2mo 11 after Fitzroys visit to Nelson.
          No 8 was posted at Wellington early in April.
          contained Bill on Union Bank of Australia
          from Branch Bank at Nelson for                                                   200    -    -
          Duplicate sent previously in month by the 
          Manager addressed to Francis Tuckett.
          6mo 14.  Carbon sailed from Otakau with my report and decision
          in respect to the best District for the proposed settlement of
          New Edinburgh, which was probably forwarded by the Wm
          Stoveld which arrived in England before the Slains Castle left.
                __________________________

         1mo 6 1845 posted order on Earl of Dunster 
                    from Principal Agent for                                                     300    -    -
         1mo 13 posted duplicate do
         1mo 20 posted letter with Bill of Exchange on Union Bank
         of Australia, from Branch Bank Nelson.                                        200    -    -_    
                                                                                                             £1115    -    -
                                      
                                                                          Brought forward         £1115    -    -

Posted 4mo 13 1845 bill of exchange on N Z Compy for salary              95.   2.   8.
    Do   4mo 26 duplicate of do
    Do   8mo  bill of exchange on N Z Compy for salary                         100    -    -
                                                                                                              ___________
                                                                                                             £1310.   2.   8.     
                                                                                                                
I have this morning been on board the Slains Castle & received from the Doctor Mr Purchas a letter of introduction from Henry, informing me of the general health of our family and and that our dear mother was then at Brighton  –  Mr Purchas intends returning immediately to England, probably by the Raymond and to return to New Zealand. I shall avail myself of that opportunity to write to thee again. 

















Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand


FTS-LH19.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his brother Francis
                                                  dated 4th February 1845.

                                                                                                      Nelson February 4 1845

My dear Brother
On the 26th ult arrived here the barque Slains Castle only about 90 days from England, conveying hither machinery and flax dressers, Irishmen, certainly the most important arrival since the commencement of the colonisation of New Zealand, if their calculations are sustained and their expectations half realised, they will do more for the prosperity of settlers, wherever situated in N. Zealand, than the N Z Compy would have done had they continued their former operations and wasted the expenditure of another million of money. I shall pay this Flax company the compliment of waiting then a few months that I may form an opinion of these prospects spreading, as in the event of their success. I know that the country north & south of Otakau will become permanently attractive, and in such case I should not want to seek out a more eligible field of colonisation. I shall probably proceed to Adelaide & Melbourne and return here before proceeding home. Some here think it is only a last operation of the N Z Compy, by way of a practical puff, to impose on John Bull and secure land sales, but I am informed that the Flax company are in no way dependant on or connected with the N Z Compy. They propose establishing a factory in the Town on premises having a water frontage convenient for the reception of the raw material, brought by water from all parts, and they profess to have ability to give employment as cutters & combers thereof to all the population of the settlement, as well as to the party brought out to work in the factory, announcing these great things it makes one rather incredulous to observe that the men who are to direct the operations and effect such results, are in respect of presence and address, such as one would consider adopted by nature only for little things.
The Barque Caledonia has since arrived from Wellington bringing some of the Flax people and machinery. The Doctor of the Slains Castle, Mr Purchas, on my visiting the vessel to examine the manifest, presented me with a note of introduction from Henry, but which he would not I suppose have otherwise presented, as he does not since accept of any service from me, which I have proffered, however I mean to avail myself of his offer to carry you a letter on his return, which will be immediate. Dr Selwyn, the Establishment Bishop was here on his arrival, and I understand that Mr Purchas had an invitation to pass from the office of saver of bodies to that of souls, and that his interview with Dr Selwyn having been favourable to his designs, he determines on returning immediately to England and, with his fathers approbation to associate with himself as colonists two brothers, the both to be stationed at Auckland. Mr Purchas appeared to be an amiable and agreeable character, notwithstanding his being a religious one, but I regret to learn from a well informed cabin passenger, a Mr Eban, that he is a zealous and blind partisan of the Papist party and consequently regards, with Dr Selwyn and his form of Priests, all persons making a profession of Religion, and yet not receiving at their hands the sacraments, as under a delusion of the Devil leading them to damnation, and they others by their schematic example.
I had no communication with Dr Selwyn, I am too uncompromising in my hostility to his schemes for attaining to a spiritual despotism, to afford him any hope of making me neutral by courtesy. The resident Priest Berg is no less uncompromising in his hatred of evil & at least of religious liberty, and I give him credit for entire sincerity, and am rejoiced that he has so much zealous integrity and so little of the diplomatic tact of his dangerous superior, that he can only mar his own work. We have papers to the end of October, I was reading in the Watchman an account of the jubilee of the London missionary society, they seem willing to draw England and France into a war, from jealousy of genuine Papist missionaries, but not a voice denounced the imprudent arrogance of the Priests values, who honestly declare that in their opinion, the salvation of a man who has embraced what the Wesleyans pretend to be Christianity, is more hopeless than in that of those from a original state of heathenism. It is true very little has been done by these missions, they bring little enlightenment, indisposed to exertion & privation and great lovers of ease, it is true that what little has been done may for the most part have been done from envy, that is in a spirit of rivalry, still the Gospel has been preached, and not entirely without effect, but the inflated eulogies of the orators of the respective institutions at home ought to overwhelm any honest acting missionary live with obliging accompanying Peace. I enclose a few letters from my friend Mr Wohlers, whom insisted in establishing himself at the remote isle of Ruapuke, to which remoteness he was driven by the hostility of the Church and Wesleyan missionaries, who not occupying the field themselves would not suffer it to be entered by a minister of another denomination, likewise was he hindered by a sympathy with the sport of church government, he being also a member of an establishment exercising some despotism, hence his sport of subservience to human institutions frustrating his work as a minister of Christ. You will observe that he ministers, at a distance of 130 miles from a missionary station, that systematic opposition at the hands of the Wesleyan which the Wesleyan complains of from Episcopalian, it is natural that Wohlers should believe that the Episcopalians would be more generous however of his knowledge of the assistance and confirmation afforded by them to the Lutheran missions in India. I speak of a Mr James at that Jubilee, he says we wants three fold more money, but ten fold more of prayer, just so they want that qualification and preparation of heart, to attain which a life of prayer is indispensable, with which the way would be offered without practicing on the credulity and emotionality of the people, without which, rather than gold and their speeches, will do little more than involve them in self delusion. I should advise Friends everywhere to separate themselves from these men and only to promote the mission of men whom they believe to be by divine appointment ministers of the Gospel to the heathen, or of such who are willing and fitted as teachers of civilisation to improve the habits and elevate the character of the uncivilised. Observe that Wohlers intends to content himself by endeavouring to teach Christianity to heathens who are already become Episcopalians and Wesleyans, I dare to attest this as a fact, and the prevailing fact, that the attempt and practice has ever been to organise the Maoris under the government of a particular Priesthood, and that the teaching of Christianity is a subsequent or secondary affair often neglected, or pressed without zeal and without exertion!! Mr Riemschneider has gone to teach Christianity in the interior of the northern island, north of Taranaki, back from Molkau, on a native pa on the coast. I send to him 35 of the second 100 Testaments received from the Bible Society, about 40 I have already sent to Mr Wohlers, the remainder I have distributed, or shall distribute myself and of these 12 have been sold at 3/ each. I have requested these gentlemen to sell at a low price the Testaments rather than give them away, to acknowledge to the Secretary of the Bible society the receipt of them, leaving it to their discretion, according to their circumstances and the result, whether to make any contribution of the proceeds of the sale or not. Please to make on my account a donation to the Bible society (if it has not been done) to cover the cost price of 88 & adding thereto the proceeds of the sale of 12 at 3/ - thirty six shillings. It is my confirmed opinion that the Maori race cannot be saved from conquest, and subsequent degradation and extinction, except if the colonisation of the northern Islands is pursued, that all further purchase of land from the Maoris in that island should be prohibited by government, and every facility afforded by exchange of land and free transport to the European residents in that island, but not making it compulsory to this island, which may be occupied by Europeans without injury to the interests of the aborigines, and which will raise aborigines to the Europeans. The whole field of the northern island may then be given to the Missionaries to exercise their wisdom and gifts therein, and may these be greatly enlarged, and the Government, still retaining sovereignty of the northern island, may from a peculiar case or system adopted to the condition of a people emerging from barbarism, the appropriate course formed by the nominal Governor, at the instance of the actual Governor Dr Selwyn, will inevitably end in war and military government. I feel that my strictures must necessarily subject me to an imputation of censoriousness and arrogance and that the subject is involved in great difficulties, which the wisdom of the wisest men is insufficient to cope with, but the cause is one of injury which has been long aggravated by complicating irreconcilable interests, and which requires instant revision and entire change of procedure, may he who is omniscient & omnipotent overrule and avert the natural sequence of human errors.
If you consider any of these remarks worth being submitted to the attention of others, please to transcribe them and omit all names and all expressions of unbecoming asperity. I am not sufficiently dispassionate in thought and expression to escape injuring the cause I would sincerely strive to advocate for good. Mr Aldred (Wesleyan missionary) has received a package of addresses from the Peace society, one of which is directed to each individual of the community known by name to the Society, it is a valuable and Christian exhortation, but being adapted to the circumstances of the community will I fear only increase their discouragement. Mr Aldred himself, in concert with nine tenths of the professors of Christianity, regards war as lawful, I do not, but I unite with him and these in believing the opinion that as long as such is their opinion, tho it be erroneous, it is better, for defensive and offensive reasons, (that it) should be entrusted to disciplined troops subject to martial law, rather than undisciplined civilians now subject to no laws, also that the presence of a sufficient force is greatly to be desired in order to restrain from injurious acts alike the aboriginal and European population, that it is perilously urgent on account of the irreligious character of the majority of the people of either race, that for the want of sufficient authority on the part of the local government has greatly deteriorated the character and conduct of each race, the good sense & good principle which was at first exhibited has been extinguished by continual fear, which has produced sentiments of distrust, cruelty and hatred.
I regard a military garrison as a moral pestilence wherever it is introduced, yet alas the absence of it promises to be productive of more lasting and irremediable evil. Altho the Maori race are very inferior in sentiments of integrity and fidelity to the North American, and extremely covetous, I would have no fear of the triumph of Christian Principles if a community, zealously cherishing the opinion of the Peace society as their bounden duty, were to acquire by purchase and occupy a district on the model of the most powerful and warlike tribe of the aborigines, provided such community had for a period of 14 such years within the district, an unrestricted power to legislate for themselves, keeping off all squatters and banishing all unworthy members of the community.
From the time of my arrival in this country I have endeavoured to keep alive attention to this important subject by distributing the Tracts furnished me for that purpose by the Society, but they are not often received with any interest in the subject, most men care for “some of these things” and others, who cultivate a conscience, think the doctrine impracticable and absurd.
Had we been an emigrant body, members of a religious community lapsed into darkness, a contingent losing sight of our principles from proving with too much crudity our temporal occupations & interests, then it might have been rational to suppose that if left a little while to endure the consequences of indiscretion, we should then be returned to the only Bark of safety – and that on the contrary, protection when we first clamoured for it, would have been calculated only to make us presuming and aggressive, but on such grounds to refuse protection and government to a community of adventurers, the majority of whom are in some degree outcasts from home safety or at least refugees from what they regard as the irksome prejudices of Society expecting religious principles, appears to me to be but another of the multitude of instances of singular abuse of a knowledge of human natures, the want of common sense, to peace efforts, which characterises the proceedings of benevolent associations.
The other day 60 armed volunteers, with the Company’s Resident Agent at their head, with the approbation and assistance of the Church missionary, with the approbation of the Police magistrate as an individual, but in defiance of his official order to desist, marched to the aid of some of their injured fellow settlers, the unsparing personal exertions of the Missionary Mr Reay prepared the Maoris for the demonstration and prevented any collision. The Police magistrate declared publicly that if any one would furnish the money to pay for the expenses he would send for assistance to his superior Major Richmond at Wellington, afterwards, alarmed at the determination of the settlers to protect themselves, he did send a boat to Wellington on credit, look at our odious taxation and think of this called a Government. Major Richmond happened to arrive in a few days in the Sloop of war from Wanganui, he went himself to the delinquent Maoris and they promised to be good for the future, and he, Major Richmond, could not officially allow of a militia to be drilled, nor any force to be paid as a guard, but as an individual, approves of swearing in the inhabitants as special constables, to carry arms on similar emergencies, but without any preparatory practice or discipline!! and everyone expects the speedy outbreak of war. God may avert it and man, or man’s Government, would have prevented it, but for the folly of Philanthropists. The Government is far too cumbrous, complicated and expensive for the amount of revenue, an equitable administration, something similar to that of Honduras declared by Maurice, would have been much more effective and proportional to the Maoris.
I have notice from Charles Brewer, Barrister at Law, that local proceedings will be commenced against me on the part of Bush, Surveyor, unless I retract a written slander, conveyed in an extract from a letter of mine, which appeared at page 262 of the 78’ number of the New Zealand Journal. I have replied that I do not acknowledge as my writing anything which may have appeared in the columns of that or any other Journal, nor have I any knowledge of such as a slander, the case will come before the supreme court, and unless I can approach to a home tribunal, it will in all probability go against me, for this shameful but urgent reason, I can pay Bush cannot, if the Jury are not his creditors they are creditors of someone else, and they have one byannual creditor whom they will not displease, the Bank, thus no justice can be obtained at law or arbitration for the last 18 months in this Settlement. Mr Brewer is himself Judge in court of Equity, his original salary in that Office was I believe appointed to be £300 per annum, it has been reduced and he has I am informed only received £80 per annum & that in debentures, he appears to be a judicious sensible man, no doubt cherishing honourable feelings, he has a young wife & family, and they the tastes and habits of gentry, he cannot subsist except by credit, daily deepening debt, without hope of extraction, what can a man do? he is going to remove to Sidney, such are the fruits of having a Governor of weak intellect and strong conceit, who not content with the unavoidable difficulties which he had to encounter, must for distinction play the financier, and abandoning a certain revenue, which was willingly paid, substitutes an odious and unproductive scheme of direct taxation, but he is not the Governor, he is really governed by the Maoris who pulled down the flag at Russell, and these are directed by the advise of a class called beachers, adventurers who funded the missionaries as well as the colonists, men who are here with and have families by Maori women, who are opposed alike to Missionaries, Government and systematic colonisation, and who assert that they not the Missionaries have been the containments of enlightening and ameliorating the Maori race, if one of them could get a fair hearing from an Exeter Hall audience, he would rather perplex them, while such a farce is persisted in as this so called Government, the only way to acquire land and enjoy peaceable possession thereof is by forming such a connection, the old men are very proud of their daughter’s half cast children, and they very naturally place some confidence in the friendship and advice of the fathers of these children. One of the first adventurers on the East Coast of this island, a whaler and now a farmer, and a very straight forward man, took for his protection at the outset, three Maori wives, two of them sisters of the renowned chief Tuawarki, alias bloody Jack, the third a daughter of another influential chief H-------------- I believe, but he has no children by either, owing to the humiliating practice of abortion.
Spars and sawn timber are being exported to Australia and Van Diemans Land, the Sister sailed last week for Hobart Town carrying these and a few emigrants, and the Augustus for Adelaide with Timber 54 British emigrants, including children, and about 20 of the Germans. I state this on the best information I can obtain. Mr Healey, who brought me an introduction from Dr Hodgkin, is one of those who have left for Adelaide, and the probable number was stated to be as above.
Mr Benoit, one of the principals over the last arrived body of Germans, left in the Sisters, not regarding the prospects of the Settlement as sufficiently encouraging to answer his future, he proposes visiting the principal Settlements in Van Diemans Land and Australia, and if he can locate money more advantageously, to remove. We shall doubtless lose all the Germans, from two causes, first the absurd system of selection and subdivision of land in sections of an allotment, which prevents actual emigrants from obtaining such land as can be profitably occupied, secondly the attraction of a previous emigrant community of Germans at Adelaide, who are thriving and well satisfied. – However should the flax company succeed the tables will soon be turned and New Zealand will be the point of attraction to the tide of emigration, and success will then be achieved, despite of the obstacles which the complicated and absurd system of the N Z Company has created.
Having arrived nearly at a state of barter, a man may now support a family here in comfort if he possesses a little income, the facilities of obtaining the comforts of life will augment, and thus the Settlement, on account of its salubrious and enjoyable climate, may be some cause (of) attractions to persons of small Property. Whilst I am writing the people are going out of the Town to be spectators of horse racing, sack jumping etc. on what is called an anniversary etc. poor recreation for the mass who for the first time on such an occasion find themselves without the means of customary indulgence in gingerbread or grog etc. etc.
Wm Budge has married a fine young Scotch lassie, the daughter of a labouring gardener of respectable character, quite good enough for him, to whom I hope he may prove an affectionate husband. – Joseph Greaves has married the eldest daughter of Mr Redwood, yeoman, a bigoted Papist who has a fine bevy of daughters. I rather admire the youngest, but am too cautious to become desperately infatuated, and therefore expect to get away unencumbered, especially as I vow that no father confessor shall darken the threshold of my door, they say it is a very ungallant speech, it is the gallantry of those parasites at the expense of the husbands that Papists do. – poor Greaves becomes entirely honest and a recognised and baptised convert to the bonding of Papacy. However his wife is a fine person, an intellectual countenance, enough of a lady to be companionable and not too much to be useful. On the same day another daughter of Mr Redwood was married to a Wesleyan, each adding to their religious preference, and also his son to an Episcopalian lady, the daughter in law and the son in law firmly refusing to follow the example of subservience to the wishes of Mr Redwood set them by Mr Greaves. I hope they will all be happy, and I intend to reserve myself, as a blessing to some Quakeress, providing she be willing to be married out by the magistrate: do look out for me, really I am a find, I shall never have resolution to make an offer unless after the fashion of “Mother says it will do”. Coates, a nephew of J Pearce has married a young Irish girl of pleasing person, but very little ability, especially as a house keeper, however he is vastly improved in appearance, more so than any of the other Religions, altho he had to beg or borrow a pair of shoes for the wedding day, I think it cannot be all loves doing that has cleansed and brightened him, surely he must have had a remittance, and have ceased to abuse it. Each in the fashion of his former source of income appear impelled to matrimony. I suppose for sympathy, if any nice woman would but marry me without requiring me to ask or count on her, it is possible I should get into the same scrape.
Of the improvers, so called, only 4 remain, Mr Davison, whom I left at Otakou and whom I much respect, Mr Watts, whom I did respect, and Brunner & Pelichet, whom I never respected. Watts neglectfully, with the rest all accustomed on occasion of putting himself, or being put in remembrance of his duty to his maker and his interests in futurity, has been held with the toils of a mercenary woman until he was stripped of his accumulated savings, he had been economical whilst in employment, when that failed him and he most needed what he had earned, he lost it owing I fear to having long forgotten the love of his earthly as well as heavenly parents, he also lost by having a case broken open, all his best clothes, however he has worked hard since having taken some land, and he has a crop of potatoes, if I have an opportunity I shall promote his interests, as I have not much fear of his committing once again such an imprudence, altho he may not be restrained by any but prudential considerations. Wilkinson, Boys, Torlesse, Moline left with other parties, Musgrave, Drake, Parkinson, surveyors, in company for Sidney, from whence they write, are living riotously, the former has been of great injury to his companions from pressing for too much money, personally extravagant and a hard drinker, he has led them into expensive as well (as) vicious habits, otherwise he is gentlemanly & personable, having a regard for truth and honesty in respect of payment of debts. Arnold, the most wicked character of the lot, has since left. Boys is the only one, excepting Davison, of whose conduct I have heard nothing discreditable, and whose attention to his duties has been unfailingly satisfactory. I very much regret his having proceeded homeward in such company, for each of them above would probably have been steady, but some of them, good, bad or indifferent, never evinced any acknowledgement of a sense of religious duty, or of divine guidance in life, the secret reproofs of conscience does doubtless upbraid them for wilful neglect, otherwise they have no sincere recognition of a god than the unenlightened heathen, when they return home to the care of their parents, unless they improve themselves, a profession of Babylon will again become a habit and they become themselves a bad example everywhere.
I have explained in former letter that I might have remained at Otakau doing nothing, and at my double salary, until the decision of the Company respecting that property should be secured, but that not only from a wish to return to England, but also from a disinclination to hold office under the Company whilst they persist in an impracticable and injurious system, induced me to request to be liberated, if the N Z Compy do not proceed to form the Settlement according to the prospectus, I shall, unless I see a more attractive country, be glad to join a community in purchasing that District off the N Z Compy or the Government.
No acknowledgement of various remittances having yet come to hand I am reluctant to leave until the arrival of another vessel, therefore I keep repeating my statement of unacknowledged remittances and correspondence.


1843.                                                                                            L.  S.  D.
                      4 mo 13. Bill on N Z Comp for salary amount,  £95. 2.  8.
                      8 mo         Do       Do      Do      Do       Do         100. 0.  0.
Letter No 1.  7 mo 24. Bill of exchange.                                   215. 0.  0. recalled paid.
                 2. 10 mo 8.  Duplicate     Do
                 3. 10 mo 12. Letter on arrival of Ursula.
                 4. 12 mo 9.  Bill of exchange amount unknown.
                 5.  No record.

1844.
Letter No 6. 1 mo 23. Bill on N Z Compy for salary amount, 200. 0. 0. sent per favour of Mr Hauroyd whom arrived in England last June, intelligence has been secured.
                 7. 2 mo 11. letter.
                 8. 4 mo       posted at Wellington contained Bill on
                                    Union Bank of Australia.                        200. 0. 0. ought to have
been acknowledged.
                     3 mo 22. Duplicate sent by Manager Nelson Bank.
                     The Wm Harold sailed in June or July and parties here have replies to their correspondence by the Slains Castle.

1845.
                      1 mo 6. posted at Wellington order on N Z Compy from the Principal
                      Agent balance of remuneration.                            300. 0. 0.
                      1 mo 23. posted duplicate at Nelson.
                      1 mo 23.    Do at Nelson. Bill on Union Bank.     200. 0. 0.
                                                                                                 £1310. 2. 8. 


Mr Greaves has received by letter the payment of the Bill on Union Bank for £285. and stating that a letter dated January had been received from London which you had written to me last April, subsequently you must have learnt intelligence of my new employment, and I considered must suppose that I now remain in the Colony. Henrys introduction of Dr Purchas stated the family to be in good health and that so is our dear Mother, with love to everyone, my brothers, sisters, believe me from your affect. brother.  



                                                                                                            Frederick Tuckett.

I now enclose, Third Bill of Exchange on Union Bank Australia amount. 200. 0. 0.
                        Third        of Exchange on N Z Compy for salary.              200. 0. 0.
                        Third        of Exchange on N Z Compy for salary.                95. 2. 8.
                        Second     of Exchange on Union Bank Australia.              200. 0. 0.
                        Third        of Exchange on N Z Compy salary.                   200. 0. 0.
Second of and Third of Bill on N Z Compy for salary endorsed by Mr Fox then resident agent I cannot find, found the first was sent by Mr Hauroyd and probably the second in a letter posted 2 mo 11. 
                   




























Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand


FTS-LH20.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his Brother Francis
                                                  dated 30th July 1845 

Sidney July 30th 1845.

My dear Brother
                          My last letter dated Melbourne June 20th or about that date was addressed to my brother Philip a copy of the Beistal Missa of January  4th sent to me by W H T son of Elias Tuckett gave me the brief intelligence of the removal from this world by death of our dear mother. My last letter received from England was written by my brother Alfred I think in March 1845 and was enclosed in an envelope with a few lines from thyself confirming to the latest date the confirmed state of our dear Mothers health – Your account of that severe illness made it evident that for the future the natural uncertainty of the continuation of life must greater and its protracted prolongation improbable, still I did believe that we should meet again in this life. I arrived here on the 20th and after a weeks residence without an acquaintance (my introductory letters in the Australian colonies being unfortunately left at Nelson) I observed a friend enter a shop and calling there found him to be A Davy (an individual introduced by J Backhouse) from him I borrowed the periodical called the Friend of January & February 1845 in which also appeared the intelligence of this our loss.
Having jealously endeavoured to interest thee in endeavouring to obtain a gift of money from any individuals with whom J Beard was formerly acquainted, for his benefit – I  feel bound without doubt to inform thee that I believe such a gift would be for his injury and that I am compelled to entertain the conviction (tho with regret for his sake and some satisfaction on my own) that he is wholly unworthy of our subsistence for his temporal well fare – It appears that on his arrival in the colony he sought the acquaintance of a young man named Joiner (connected with Friends) of whom he had some knowledge or introduction, (and with Joiner, who is a clerk in an Insurance Office) and another man named Robinson he managed before he obtained his freedom to dabble in business, that he risked his own savings, about £50, and one or two hundred Pounds he obtained from Sir G Gipps housekeeper, to employ profitably for her – she marrying required the money and Robinson and Co pleaded inability to meet the demand, but subsequently I believe (but cannot ascertain clearly the facts) the greater part was repaid, J B, losing his own savings in this affair, he appears to have been the fool and his accomplishes the knaves, (the business was that of an oil and colour man), in his correspondence with me he never mentioned this business, and of the tanning and shoe making trade, which in his last letter to me he stated he had engaged, I cannot obtain any information, and my informants evidently discredit the truth of this statement.
After obtaining his conditional freedom, a ticket of leave to act for himself, he became surety for the promissory note at the amount of £1-0-0. for a fellow convict, on the note being due he was unable to meet it, and therefore borrowed the money of A Davy representing to him that he expected a remittance from me to the amount of £50 !!
This one Pound was paid by the other convict to a clerk, also a convict who altered on his application a £3 note into a £30 and £5 note into a £50 and having done so gave information of the transaction to the authorities. It appeared that J Beard and the other had occupied adjoining beds about that time in the hospital and the Government officers regarded J Beard as an accomplice and knowing how lightly he had been punished for his original crime, thus obtaining employment and the whim of Sir G Gipps, so they considered his guilt to be aggravated and he would have been re-transported for 14 years – but as J Beards guilty knowledge of the object for what this £1-0-0 was promised could not be proved, and as John Beard denied all guilty knowledge of the object – and pleaded entire ignorance of the man for whom he had indirectly and unjustifiably became surety on a mistaken feeling of good nature or kindness, he escaped conviction and, as is supposed this the continued kindness of Sir G Gipps and this confidence in J Beards earnest declarations of innocence, he was also suffered to retain (his ticket of leave) – giving him the benefit of acquittal social and legal in this affair, still it appears that his connections have been most dangerous and unsuitable and that he equally sought and embraced any opportunity which excited expectations, however fallacious, of a profitable adventure, a career of frequent broken engagements and fictitious expectations such as he had pursued in England alike incompatible with a love of Truth and integrity.
After this harmful narration I am happy to conclude it by stating that he has now wisely become again a servant and has the (I fear) uninvited good fortune to obtain a confidential situation as the house servant to a Major Innes of Port Macquarie, 2 or 300 miles from here, and his master is said to be a man of a feeling heart, who would be likely to be interested and won by J B’s account of himself. – It is my intention to write to him briefly, not to enter into any details, nor to reproach him for the past, simply to exhort him to seek to be enabled to walk uprightly day by day for the rest of his life, and to remind him that without repentance there is no remission of sins. He is I fear like that wretch Towel whose chapel I went to on Sunday, after reading an account of his fit punishment, a victim of a religion of appearances, cleaning the outside and strangers to any sense of hatred of sin on account of its sinfulness. I cannot express the disgust I felt at the false sympathy which was shown to Torvel in gaol, or was it the refinement of retributive justice seeking to divert him from a true sense of the heinousness of his guilt, but his sins should not follow him to the divine judgement. - - - - Whilst I indulge in these vehement strictures as a reprover of other men’s sins I desire to be inevitably solicitous not to become myself cast away.
A Davy believes that Sam Rutters son, of whose application to me in N Zealand for relief in his duties I acquainted you, has sailed from here on his return home, but a merchant captain who conveyed to him my letter in reply and kindly interested himself about him, informs me that he has obtained a situation, I shall get more correct information from Joseph Robinson a member of the Society of Friends and a Banker, and Mr S Counest, to whom I have been introduced. Joseph Robinson enquired kindly after the wellfare and residence of our brother Henry. Wherever I go in these colonies I hear most bitter declamation against the d - - - - d Quakers as being more hateful than the Jews, these men who thus express their hatred towards sinners – have no hatred of sin, but on the contrary they insult and glory in what they maintain to be the exposure of the humbug and impostures practiced by religious professors. However lifeless may be your body at home the state of its affects in these colonies is more retrogressive and falling, and this convinces my judgement that “the hedge” which the individual cannot carry with him is not an appointed means of Grace, and it might be a great blessing if the hedge of human contrivance was removed at home in time for individuals to test whether their true defence is in it or in Christ above. My fellow passengers from Portland Bay (one of them, an artist a Mr S Angus son of the chairman of the S Australia Comp & who has partaken of the hospitality of the rich Quakers near London) rendered themselves very offensive by a scurrilous and indiscriminate abuse of the Society, as well as by continued drunkenness and the most foul conversation indulged in by him avowedly to annoy me. This Angus is a clever little monkey who has travelled in N Zealand to make a portfolio, from which he will publish an illustrated work by subscription, he is a most effeminate & lewd character without the apology of strong passions but from depraved affectation, an aspirant in guilt.
We have here newspapers to the 17th March and intelligence from England up to beginning of April – the N Z Comp’s case will I observe be investigated by Parliament after the Easter Holidays, the result will not be known in New Zealand probably until October, I shall aim to return to Nelson about that time. I rode from Melbourne thro the Port Philip District towards Adelaide as far as Glenelg, I had then about 200 miles to travel on the route to Adelaide without a station. I had not money enough to buy a led horse and without a companion (I had hoped to join some party driving cattle), I could not carry what was necessary for the journey without another horse, rains were frequent and copious and the weather cold, and under these circumstances my ardour for the enterprise fell to Zero, still I started from Portland Bay to go on with it and should have persisted had I not suddenly unexpectedly met with a purchaser for my horse etc. on which I returned to Portland Bay & immediately embarked on board the Vanguard schooner from Adelaide to Sidney, no vessel then offering or expected for three weeks for Adelaide. I had a disappointing and tedious passage of 13 days duration and am now enjoying the luxuries of civilisation in a populous city with frequent arrivals of vessels from various countries and with access to an excellent public Library and Reading Rooms, there I have been running thro the Parliamentary evidence in the case submitted to the Committee of Parliament by the N Z Co – vide Blue Book 1844, and the Spectator and Colonial from January 1845.
I think it was unfair of Capt Wilson, one of the witnesses, not to have mentioned the peacemaking effort which I had made on going on board the Brig to induce them to relinquish the enterprise, never in my life have I acted in the opposition more boldly and earnestly than I did on that occasion and with such effort that even Capt Wakefield was convinced that my objections to the enterprise were valid and that it ought not to have been prosecuted. I was feebly supported by Capt Wilson, Mr Patchett and the captain of the Brig, had they acted earnestly the Police Magistrate would not have been ashamed to have returned to Nelson.
I have not seen any notice of my expectations for the selection and purchase of a District for the Settlement of New Edinburgh and I conclude that the N Z Compy had rather have remained in ignorance of their ill directed efforts at colonisation, and the utter but unnecessary waste of time and capital which has attended it. We had received yesterday fresh dispatches from the Bay of Islands, the military & naval forces under Col Despards have in (having) the immature enterprise of following the hostile Maoris into the almost inaccessible interior, encountered a fresh disaster attended with some loss. Before Heke is subdued it is to be feared that the disaffected Europeans will have succeeded in inciting the Waikato Maoris to acts of hostility against the Government. If the N Z Compy had colonised at Geelong in the Port Philip District or at Otago in the Middle Island of N Z, what distress, ruin and calamity would have been escaped. The labourers at Nelson having no employment continue to leave the colony by each successive opportunity, I expect on my return to find very few remaining.
I intend to visit Mintoo Bay, then to Hobart in where I expect letters from Nelson, then to Adelaide or Nelson, as soon as I can secure my goods and furniture etc I shall probably store or perhaps even abandon it.
With dear love to Marianna, my brothers, sisters and the children, accept the same from thy affectionate brother Frederick Tuckett.


August 2 – S Rutters son has not left Sidney, he has employment at 2/9d per day wages as one of the crew of a Police boat, to detect and prevent smuggling – a situation I should imagine of much temptation and repugnant to manly honourable feelings, but he seems to like it and hopes to be promoted in time to the station of coxswain of the boat whose pay is 3/4d per day, he wishes to return to England but cannot pay his wifes passage, she has one child, they lodge at present in the house of a waterman named Bradley, in Windmill Street, it appears he has not persisted in keeping out of debt – I shall probably give him £10 – to pay his debts and recommended him to J P Robinson to promote his welfare as far as his conduct may merit. I trust his high professing relatives will act above principles of common humanity whatever his sins.

















Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand


FTS-LH21.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his Brother Francis
                                                  dated 7th December 1845 

Adelaide December 7 1845.

My dear Brother
                          I arrived here on the 30th October per James Geary from Hobart Town. I was disappointed on finding that Capt Grey had already sailed for New Zealand and think it is to be regretted that he had not deferred his departure so as to have entered in his new Government remit honestly with the arrival of such instructions and forces as it might be normally expected would be immediately dispatched by the Home Government on receipt of the intelligence of the successful declaration of independence by Hone Heke & others. Previous to sailing from Hobart I drew a Bill at 3 days sight on Drewett & Fowler for £25.0.0, which G W Walker obligingly cashed so I now regret that I had not thus obtained Fifty Pounds, for my return to New Zealand is so protracted that I fear I shall exhaust my finances: and asking for such assistance & confidence is the most disagreeable affair, and which I do not here feel freedom to do, for a universal distrust one of another is here so well founded by the state of society and the conduct of its members that it would be unreasonable to expect to be regarded as an exception.
I hope to leave this week, either by a vessel for Sidney, in order to proceed from thence to Nelson, or by another vessel, the Vanguard, which will probably be dispatched direct to Auckland and Wellington, but not to Nelson. It is probable if the Company do not resume operations that affairs at Nelson may be so bad that I shall have difficulty in disposing of my miserable property as the Leather etc. and even that I may not have funds to pay my passage home and be thus detained, hitherto I have always relied on realising £200 verily as a forced sale and say 500 under favourable circumstances. I think it would be prudent as a precaution not to remit me money, but to get Drewett & Fowler to inform the Union Bank (tho they are not sweet with me) or perhaps J P Robinson, of Mannings of Boyds house Sidney would be a more suitable party, that if I required money my bill on them to the amount of £200 at sight would be honoured.
Last week I visited Joseph May in the Mount Barker District, it was a pleasant sight to see ten children (two are at Adelaide) all emerged from childhood, seated at table with their Parents (who yet do not appear aged), a well ordered and apparently happy family. I was pleased to have the opportunity of seeing them, tho previously unacquainted, and think it a cause of regret that many families of Friends in England, in reduced and depressed circumstances, have not had the energy of character and independence of mind to follow this example and thus have formed a community for mutual support, and the diffusion of the knowledge of the principles and practices of the society of Friends, they would have no other annoyance to encounter than that of being compelled individually to minister to their own wants, unaided by hired servants, all other conveniences and luxuries of life according to those means they might command. How many children finish their education and leave your public schools annually to become a burthen to themselves & the society – and condemned to a servitude in degree and nature of the pursuit, vide shop keeping from sleep to sleep, if not incompatible certainly very unfavourable to physical, mortal, and spiritual health and unworthy of a people professing a Christian peculiarity. as regards the dangers & temptations of colonial life, compared with that in England, I believe it is of little moment to institute such comparisons – for that each one for him or herself who will not daily seek for daily spiritual bread, will in the one case commit sins secretly, in the other presumptuously and tho probably of a true conviction and amendment is rather in favour of the latter than the former cases. I think the Society of Friends would have done well in forming emigrant missionary communities, that is with the view of being such by virtue of a Christian life and exertions in this colony and that of Port Philip and also on the middle Island of New Zealand – and there feeding them with apprentices of either sex who should volunteer at the Public and other schools of the Society, such children to be educated in arts of manner, industry, and of agriculture, and domestic life for two years previous to their departure, to prepare them for the duties of colonial life, that they might at once be independent of the labour of others excepting in exchange, and leisure permitting, capable of applying their own labour to highly remunerated branches of industry in the various departments of construction, mechanics and scientific callings. Joseph May informs me that James Backhouse published a pamphlet to discourage friends from emigrating to colonies on account of the prevalence of vice – I should like to see and to combat its deductions, feeling concerned that they are shallow unsound views based only on spurious and hypocritical appearances and that despite of mans desperate presumptuous nakedness here, his career at home is not one whit safer, convivial drinking & its sequence are the chief development of the tendency to breaches of good order and morality, and this can be specially counteracted by sending out only abstinent volunteers. Young Basset here is just as respectable a member of Society and more manly than young Laurence and two thirds of his contemporaries amongst the young friends at Bristol and elsewhere, not excepting the state of the boarding schools which relieve Parents from the pain of contemplating, contending with or fostering the tendency to evil continually. In the last three weeks I have travelled about 400 miles on foot and on horseback visiting each mine and the best pasture and tilled lands in the Settlement. Its capabilities for growing wool and corn are truly great and already greatly developed, but as a mineral field particularly for copper ore its resources and indications are astonishing. The mine called Burra Burra or the monster mine has hitherto afforded ore in immense quantity of the first quality, in mines near the surface, obtained by simply excavating the entire mine as in a stone quarry, breaking it down into pieces light enough to be lifted into the scales and from them carted down to the Port about a 100 miles, without any waste or necessity of rejecting any portion of the substance excavated. The Burra Burra mineral survey counts of 20,000 acres of which the N W end is called the Monster mine and belongs to an Adelaide company who in less than two months shipped upwards of 400 Tons, such a mine was never before obtained in the annals of mining – the S E end or half of the Burra Burra survey belongs to Bagot Dulton and others, and is called the Princess Royal mine, they have about 20 men engaged in opening on the lodes in various places, to find out the best ground to enter with a main shaft or adit, the ore is not found in such bunches on the surface here and the rocks which contain the mineral are for the most part harder, but the visible quantity tho comparably less is very great & the quality as good, the paralled lodes are very numerous and easily traced over the surface for miles. (For the next ten lines the writing on the photocopy is very faint and practically unreadable so much of the following is guesswork) The Proprietors have not carted any mineral as yet from this mine having  rather done further work in half the district for lodes and is called Rapaunda, which done it would give more output there than it can command at present if fully worked. No quantity has been shipped this season from the Rapaunda mine. Its sections consist to be entirely of sandstone and quartz rock and gravel as easily worked as a chalk pit—but considerable portions of it requires to be covered, they even had to separate the quartz from the mineral which affords only gravel to the distress of the miners, the washed ore is then washed, dressed and shipped in bulk, the ore from this mine is also for the most part rich, but I think not equal to that from the Burra Burra. Since I arrived here another special survey of 20,000 acres has been purchased of the Government, half by the Compy & the remainder by associated individuals in the colony, it is called the Premier range survey a Mineral Brokers mine – I should think that geological stratigraphy there stood very promising (mine state, clay state, quartz and bedding sandstone), the indications of copper on the surface are not so promising and I have no doubt they will work here also in soft rocks, a richer mine than ever existed in Europe, still it is not as outstanding as that of Burra Burra or Raupaunda, tho highly probable and promising, but they will ship from the mine a greater percentage of iron than from the other mines, and they have to get to the mining around broken hill country, whilst to Burra Burra a tram road might be formed in the hills and be safe. The Montacute mine was I believe to be first worked, but it is not very productive in quantity or quality and I think never will be, the rocks are too massive and the mineral is found much dispersed & in small quantity and obtained only thro much labour, the same disadvantages occur at the mine at Radford Bay in the south where the little mineral obtained is very inferior in quality – The lead mines here and elsewhere in this settlement are under the same disadvantage as is found in comparison with the lead mines which I have seen in America and Europe, as the copper mines are superior and unless the lead should be found to offer the extra advantage of silver I cannot believe it will pay to work on the seams which have been as yet opened there and I hesitate to believe, from what has been advised, that copper ore will be found in inexhaustible quantities there, such as with that from Burra Burra along the others at the head of the Gulph, towards Port Lincoln a better harbour is to be opened I believe. It will be a source of great and lasting wealth to the colony, but doubtless of speedy gain to many of the community who are already delirious with the expectation of sudden wealth, and entering into mining prospects far beyond their means, they will in the end be sold up and the best mining property will fall into second hands, probably English capitalists. They are also determined to smelt it themselves, not only to derive profit from employing labour in the department, but in order to have the profit of a trade in copper from the Chinese Market? It is probable that emigrants will be affected at Sidney to open smelting works at there, now there is a colliery at the middle of the Harbour side.
This colony is a tolerably pleasurable sentence & favourable to fruits & flowers and southward one gets of Adelaide to the Murray good water is everywhere obtained by sinking wells – the discomforts are hot winds, a plague of flies and a plague of locusts and in some places saline waters. The heat does not appear to be prejudicial to health & strength of the temperate man and I have no hesitation in recommending as a home for any man who works for himself, more seasonal but not less pleasant than Melbourne.
On my return to New Zealand I hope to find an accumulation of letters and some of my requests. Give my love to my brothers, sisters and the children and accept the same from thy loving brother
                             Frederick Tuckett

The collecting of grain in this colony is a fine service of gain to labourers with large families, wages are high for labourers of either sex on such work, the Germans who have removed here from Nelson I have visited and they are thriving and delighted with their present circumstances – but they are disliked in the colony by most because they do not spend their earnings in dress & excess, but love to accumulate and work for themselves on their own land and for others only occasionally.

It would give me satisfaction if our dear sister Esther were released from her as I think unnecessary confinement in York lunatic prison. By which confinement it appears to me she is debarred from enjoyments there & preparation for the future of which she would be in some despair of partaking. Capable of ensuring attention and believing faultless she might then gradually regain the joy of beautiful and well created things. I believe she is tractable enough, quite within the influence of kindness, if a religious companion could be found who would undertake the care of her, capable of imparting consolation and willing for the sake of Esthers health & wellbeing to care for her by attentive presence.     

From letter recently received by the Mays from their relations at Mapshall I have had the pleasure of hearing of the progressive tho unsupported recovery of health of our dear brother P D T. Told of his removal to Parkance it appears to have been a most afflictive illness which he has had to pass thro. I hope Alfred will come out of the Brewing trade in toto and sanspire plant & all of manufacture.     

Dec 11 – I expect to sail soon on fast Vanguard schooner for Auckland.
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FTS-LH22.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his Brother Francis
                                                  dated 13th December 1845 

Adelaide Dec 13 1845.

My dear Brother
                          I have written already a few days since by the Taglioni – yesterday my friend H W Philips (formerly of Wandsworth) offered me cash for my Bill, if it would be of service, the offer I gladly accepted and have drawn in his favour, in triplicate on Drewett & Fowler, at 3 days sight for Thirty Pounds, which please to remit to them if necessary – This supply makes me comfortable for the remainder of my voyage, even if I should be detained at Auckland waiting an opportunity of proceeding to Nelson any considerable time. I expect to sail this evening.
The export of mineral copper from this colony in this season (the first) is wonderful, such a mine as the Burra Burra, in the monster mine, was I suppose never before found, and there will be others as good in the long run. Judging from the geological structure throughout the district I should think the supply of copper would probably prove as inexhaustible as that of mined coal in England as the capacity of Augustus, Jane Gerry, Taglioni, Symmetry, Royal Anchor, Templar and many others. I would advise any party coming out here from England to proceed to Port Lincoln, a very superior Port to Adelaide, and then examine the country on that side, and travelling east along the shore of the gulph (sic gulf) towards the Burra Burra or Whites. Jacob Hagen, who is an enterprising colonist and active member of the Legislation council, intends leaving for England next month per John Key, I have written by him to Dr Hodgkin, he will endeavour to interest capitalists in England in a railroad scheme from hence to the Port, which I think is a foolish scheme for several reasons. 

1st This Town of Adelaide has nothing particularly to recommend it, in its site,
     others would do as well.
2nd The present Port is not likely to be the permanent or principal Port.
3rd It is of little consequence when the driver is in the wagon whether he goes 
     to the Port or to the Railway terminus in Town.
4th It would be absorbing capital in an enterprise of questionable utility when
     capital is required for others which are unquestionable.
5th If capital could be obtained for the construction of a Railroad then it should
     be from the Port to Gawler Town – on the high road to the principal mines.

In obtaining money here I have been enabled to assist Isaac Coates, who had arrived here with his young & very helpless wife from Nelson, and is obtaining a precarious subsistence by executing likenesses, I can hardly style him a portrait painter, although he has skill. He has much improved in appearance and habits since his marriage notwithstanding that his wife was remarkdly destitute of all the qualifications of an efficient housewife, I cannot doubt but that he has improved in character and that this is the foundation of the amelioration in all respects. He lost I understand by the wreck of the Tyne goods sent to him by his friends in England.
With regard to my lingering hopes as to New Zealand I may repeat here what I have expressed in former letters, that if the N Z Compy will allow me to exchange my land at Nelson for the same quantity in one block in New Edinburgh settlement I should be disposed to return speedily to it from England. –
Or if they will form the Settlement, in regards to the sale and selection of lands, on a plan similar to that which I have often portrayed, I would undertake the Agency and survey departments, responsible only to them or to local directors, that is unconnected with Wellington or any persisting settlement.

With dear love to my brothers & sisters & the children.




Transcribed from the Tuckett Papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin. New Zealand


FTS-LH23.         Letter from Frederick Tuckett to his Brother Francis
                                                  dated 4th April 1846

(The photocopy of the first and last pages of this letter is practically unreadable due to fading of the writing and staining of the paper of the original and perhaps may be only be transcribed from this. In view of this problem there will be considerable blank spaces and mistakes in the following transcription.)

Nelson 4th of 4mo 1846.

My dear Brother
                           I sailed from Adelaide in December not avoiding Auckland…..            …… whilst there I posted a newspaper…..                     ……H M North Star……











…….heard at Adelaide of the convalescence of our dear brother Phillip who from his intentions I should entertain the same aversion to going abroad especially to visit foreigners and Catholics, and also I should not only not seek the opinion of medical men but I should not set on it, the most probable benefit in my opinion would be derived from a protracted voyage, say to Sidney and Moreton Bay as the best climate or assistance for an invalid with delicate lungs, but I should rather hear of his remaining at home without a wish as to the result, always feeling that in God can and will appoint that which is most to be desired for himself and his wife and his children. I have recently been reading a little work entitled Bishop Patrick’s heart ease which is much to my taste in opinion although formal and tedious in style. I hope I may see him again in this life but if this is not permitted us I hope his satisfaction will be another juncture to me to make my calling and election sure that we may meet in Heaven, from whence perhaps we came, for what means that scripture he who went forth sinning yet bearing precious seeds shall doubtless return with rejoicing bringing his sheaves with him or unless it applies only to the mansion of the Saviour. Thy account of the division of sundry effects in kind as Executer is very satisfactory to me and the articles allocated for me as communicated are several of them things coveted of old, and I feel much obliged to thee for interesting thyself in the gratification of my desires. The amount of Property to be divided, estimated in the sum of about £45,000, land in the best ground at much less, unless by I think about 16.000 of the amount which Phillip was made a partner, in our estimates I always feared that his would not be realised. I conclude the businesses have not been so productive as imagined, also of dividends if allowing for the diminished value of canal shares, ------ for tho most of these --------- may not pay they may notwithstanding render the canals also unprofitable. I do not consider the number of shares issued to our dearest mother, I thought it was only 35 of which 15 were already divided amongst us so as to be no longer ------- ----- of less ----- or subject to ---------, or are the 35 specified in order ---- ---- 15 previously ----- at ----------.
I am truly glad to hear of Alfred having disposed of and quitted the Brewery, I would have been interested in learning at what sacrifice. I feel he will never till the cold lands of Listons, and that by quitting them he will gain enough to pay rent and then not sink capital there, but more especially do I hope that he will never sell a horse for himself or any one else, and then I am sure he will buy very few and thus avoid the degradations and frauds and contentions which are almost inevitably in horse dealing, entreat him never again to become an unlicensed horse dealer, he who does so must follow himself into temptation. Certainly Alfred acquired habits at business at Moorend and considered himself fit for a farmer, I had hoped he would have ventured in a very moderate way either on his own account, or for Phillip, to have considered the Wool business expressly as it was rather wool dealing, I believe them wool sorters of late, and by effecting sales only, tho Phillip must approve, again the risk would not be great, and the occupation would be congenial, almost the first cousin of farming – but perhaps it is too speculative. I may confess that I see no sufficient security in any investment at least in its being permanently profitable in this age of inventive discovery and enterprise and that the only way to escape anxiety and disappointment is to live in great simplicity only aiming to lessen our wants. I who previously wished for a coach and four grey horses to make me happy!!
I am under great obligations to thee in particular above all my brothers who have so frequently contributed to promote my comforts here thro correspondence and other ways whom hast done so much for me beyond what I have asked or could have expected, that it is unreasonable to complain expressly when thy engagements have been extraordinary and for others and under afflictive circumstances, still I am disappointed at thy taking so coolly my little affair of being refused payment by the N Z Compy of my hard earned salary, earned at the cost of 4 months exhaustion, acknowledged to be due by their Principal Agent here, and less by one third than I could have compelled him at the time, January 1845, to have paid me here. I have written to him this day requiring to be paid here in consequence of his order being dishonoured, but it is very doubtful whether he will comply with my request. If I went to the expense of proceeding to Wellington I must order an action against (him) for the amount and expenses and the value of time detained, several have been gained against him in Wellington, but I have about as great aversion to employing lawyers as to being swindled. When I sought an appointment under the Compy and when I received it I believed they were honourable men – the next day E G Wakefield opened my eyes to see that there was no sort of swindling too flagitious in their culpable rapacity  for them to pursue if apparently soon amended by expediency – and all their subsequent conduct has been in order to practice a train of fraud and evasion. 
The dishonoured order on N Z C I posted at Wellington 1 mo 6 ------ ------ the duplicate of same posted at Nelson 1 mo 23 same date posted bill of exchange on Union Bank of Australia/London for £200/- sent per Mr Purchas the duplicate – this was in my last correspondence, and it appears not to have been received, I was also anxious respecting my ------ ---- for ---- ----- of the Principal Agents draft on the Compy paid to me as agent of the Compy at Nelson by the branch Bank there, I thought it would be prudent to have a legal opinion in England on the point for as I do not . . . . .





(The photocopy of the final [address] page of this letter is very poor because the original appears to be stained and faint and therefore un-readable. However Mark Hughes of the Hocken Library has promised to try to provide better copies and when these are available it may be possible to provide a more readable transcription)




. . . . . thy affectionate brother
Frederick Tuckett 
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